(Translation)
Information Memorandum
Bualuang Office Leasehold Real Estate Investment Trust (B-WORK)
1. REIT Manager

BBL ASSET MANAGEMENT COMPANY LIMITED

2. REIT manager address

175 Sathorn City Tower, 7th, 21st and 26th Floor, South Sathorn Road,
Sathorn, Bangkok 10120
Tel.:

02-674-6561

Fax:

02-679-6880

Website: http://www.bblam.co.th
3. Trustee

KRUNG THAI ASSET MANAGEMENT PUBLIC COMPANY LIMITED

4. Trustee address

1 Empire Tower, 32rd Floor, South Sathorn Road,
Yannawa, Sathorn, Bangkok 10120
Tel.:

02-686-6100

Fax:

02-670-0430

Website: https://www.ktam.co.th
5. Listing date

February 28, 2018

6. Type of listed security

A total of 368,800,000 unit trusts (at a par value of Baht 10 per unit), with a
total value Baht 3,688,000,000.

7. IPO price

Baht 10 per unit

8. Secondary market

The Stock Exchange of Thailand (the “SET”)

9. Project background
Bualuang Office Leasehold Real Estate Investment Trust (“B-WORK” or the “REIT”) is established in
accordance with relevant SEC notifications with the objective to issue and offer for sale of trust units of the
real estate investment trust (REIT) in a form of public offering as per Tor.Jor. 49/2555 Notification and listing
trust units in the Stock Exchange of Thailand (SET) to invest in 30 years leasehold right of True Tower 1 and
True Tower 2 office buildings. Upon comepletion of the investment in the core assets, the REIT by BBL Asset
Management ompany Limited, (REIT Manager) will appoint True Properties Company Limited to be the
Property Manager for True Tower 1 and True Tower 2. Revenue of the REIT from procuring benefits from the
real estates shall derive from rental and service fees and any other related benefits. The management of the
REIT Manager shall be monitored and regulated by the Trustee to ensure compliance with the trust deed,

REIT Manager appointment agreement, and the criteria announced by The Trust for Transactions in Capital
Market Act, including any other relevant SEC and SET notifications.
10. Structure of the REIT

L

11. Date of REIT’s
establishment
12. Project Description
13. Project Life

February 6, 2018
REIT units are Non-redeemable, specific, and fully paid-up
Unspecified

14. Use of Proceeds
For the purpose of raising fund from general-public investors, both individuals and juristic persons, the REIT
shall manage the money obtained from the fundraising at the total amount of Baht 3,688,000,000 and a long
term loan at the amount of Baht 920,000,000 to invest in leasehold in land and building of True Tower 1 and
True Tower and freehold right of movable assets and utility system.
15. Investment Policy
15.1 Investment by REIT
Investment of the REIT can be divided into 1) core assets investment in freehold and leasehold (including
sub-leasehold) real estate projects and assets that are embed with the property or equipments, including any
other constructions and assets that are component parts of the property and building, equipment, tools,

building automation system and other assets related and necessary to the utilization of such real estate.
Types of asset invested by the REIT include office building or leasable office space, co-working space,
including any other real estates that are relevant to, support or promote office building business which also
includes but not limited to real estates that are utilized as shop, restaurant, car park, fitness center, daycare
center, library and any other assets that may support REIT investment and 2) investment in other assets for
liquidity management to generate return to the REIT and unitholders.
15.2 Initial Investment Asset
The REIT invests in leasehold right of True Tower 1 and True Tower 2 projects which are operated as office
building for True Group and CP Group as per following detail.
True Tower 1 Project
Location

 The project is located at No.18 Ratchadapisek Road, Huai Khwang, Huai

Khwang, Bangkok.
 The project can be reached via Ratchadapisek Road, 8-lane concrete

public road and roughly 24.00 meters wide. True Tower 1 is situated on 2
plots of land which are separated by a canal and connected by 2 concrete
bridges which are continuously in use. At the back of the project,
occupants can access a fiberglass building, market and number of shops
stretching along Soi 4 Ratchadapisek Road.
Real Estate Owner/Owner  Land and building are owned by True Properties and the project is manged
of Initially Invested Asset
by True Properties.
Public Utilities System

 Public utitlities system is completed with power system, AC system,

elevator system, fire protection system, including CCTV cameras installed
inside and outside of the building.
 Facilities are provided to accommodate the employees of the tenants from

True Group and CP Group companies. This includes coffee and bakery
shops, TRUE Coffee, library, etc.
Other Facilities

 In addition to the aforementioned public utilities system and facilities, there

is a fiberglass building* located at the back of the project. Inside this
fiberglass building is an economy food court provided for the employees

and visitors, including other welfares such as fitness center, daycare
center, TRUE Shop, etc.
Transportation

 The project can be reached by MRT by getting off at Thailand Cultural

Center Station (which is 300 meters from the project) or Rama 9 Station
(which is 700 meters from the project).
 The project can also be reached by private car or public transport using Sri

Rat Expressway on Ratchadapisek Raod or by public bus no. 73, 73 Gor.,
136, 137, 206, 185 and 514.
Space Utilization
Current Project

of

Utilization

Area (sq.m.)

% of GFA

Leasable office area

32,055

50.4

Other leasable area

5,260

8.3

37,315

58.7

Common area

12,340

19.4

Parking area

13,960

21.9

63,615

100.0

Net Leasable Area (NLA)

Gross Floor Area (GFA)
Source:

Information by True Properties as at September 30, 2017

Remark: For more details, please see Part 2-2 “Characteristics of Core Assets of the REIT”
True Properties has leasehold right in the property on which the fiberglass building is located and is the owner of the

Remark:

fiberglass building located on nearby plot of land behind the project which is a non-invested property of the REIT.

True Tower 2 Project
The project consists of 4 building as follows:
1. Building No.1 which is a 14-storey office building with 1 ground level
2. Building No. 2 is a 7-storey office building
3. Building No.3 is a 7-storey car park building with 1 ground level
4. Building No.4 is a 5-storey office building
Location

 The project is located at no. 1252, Pattanakarn Road, Suan Luang, Suan

Luang, Bangkok
 The project is situated next to Pattanakarn Road, 6-lane public concrete

road with 18.00 meters wide.
Real Estate Owner/Owner  Land and building are owned by True Properties and the project is manged

of Initially Invested Asset
Public Utilities System

by True Properties.
 Public utitlities system is completed with power system, AC system,

elevator system, fire protection system, including CCTV cameras installed
inside and outside of the building.
 Facilities are provided to accommodate the employees of the tenants from

True Group and CP Group companies. This includes coffee and bakery
shops, TRUE Coffee, daycare center, etc.
Other Facilities

 Apart from the aforementioned public utilities system and facilities, True

Properties is also engaged in short-term lease agreement by renting the
area along the side of the project for use as additional parking space for
the employees of the tenants and shall collect parking service fees on
monthly basis at the price agreed by each tenant as part of additional
service fees.
Transportation

 The project can be reached by private car or public transport using

Ramintra-Artnarong Expressway on Pattanakarn Road.
 The project can also be reached by public bus no. 11, 92,133, 206, Por.11

and 517.
Space Utilization
Current Project

of

Utilization

Area (sq.m.)

% of GFA

Leasable office area

15,933

38.5

Other leasbale area

9,139

22.1

25,072

60.5

Common area

8,355

20.2

Parking area

7,990

19.3

41,417

100.0

Net Leasable Area (NLA)

Gross Floor Area (GFA)
Source:

Information by True Properties as at September 30, 2017

Remark: For more details, please see Part 2-2 “Characteristics of Core Assets of the REIT”

15.3 Revenue Structure and Benefit Procurement
BBL Asset Management Company Limited (“BBLAM”), REIT Originator and Manager, has a policy to procure
benefits from the initially invested assets which are;
1) 30-year leasehold right in land and building of True Tower 1 from the registration date, and

2) 30-year leasehold right in land and building of True Tower 1 from the registration date
This also includes freehold right of furnitures which are located in common area, tools, appliances, some fixed
and non-fixed decorating equipments, any other equipments, including electrical system, utilities system
(excluding telephone and PBX systems), elevators, air-conditioning system, engineering system, wastewater
treatment system and other facilities used for decorating or facilitating the tenants (“Real Estate and System
Works”).
Distribution Channels and Sources of Supply
True Properties will be initially appointed as a Property Manager due to its extensive experiences and
specialization in property management. According to the policy established by REIT Manager, Property Manager
shall be responsible for contacting and seeking customers that are interested in renting the properties and shall
be responsible for marketing by contacting target customers, whether directly or through a medium, including
marketing promotions in order to attract interested customers, contacting interested customers, establishing
lease contract and contract renewal, collecting rental fees and follow-up on debtors. REIT Manager will pay
remuneration to Property Manager at the rate based on the project’s operating results.
Provision for Benefits
Following the date of registration of leasehold in initially invested assets, the REIT by Trustee will become a
contract party of the tenants under space lease and service contract for such properties. The revenue and
cashflow which the REIT received from the real estate investment shall derive from rental fee and/or service fee
from leasing of office space and other leasable space. Such space lease and service contracts are mostly
standard contracts containing similar terms and conditions such as:


Monthly rental revenue derives from leasing of office space, retail space, storage space and other
leasable areas.



Monthly service revenue derived from common area service such as security protection service,
housekeeping service, drainage, repair and maintenance of common area public utilities service.



Initially, lease and services agreement terms are set at 3 years.



The rates of rental and service fees are fixed rates and will be increase at step-up rate by 3.25% per
annum.



Most lease and services agreements provide the option to renew for the tenants from True Group
and CP Group companies and by which the same contract terms and conditions will be applied with

the exception of rental and service rates which shall be increased by 3.25% per annum of current
rental and services rates. However, the tenants must submit their intention within 6 months before
completion of lease contract term and the new contract must be signed within 2 months before
completion of current lease contract term.


Most space lease and services contracts require the tenants to pay deposits or securities as
guarantee for space rental and service to the lessor in the amount equaling to 3 months rental and
service fees.



Most space lease and service contracts require the tenants to be responsible for payment of rental
fees until completion of contract term in the event that he/she decided to cancel the contract or
violated any contract terms and conditions which resulted in termination of contract before
completion of contract term.



The contract requires the lessor to allow the tenants that are True Group or CP Group companies to
change tenant by transfer of leasehold/subloeasehold right to other companies within True Group
and CP Group, whether entirely or partially.

Rental and Service Revenue Structure
Revenue structure of the initially invested assets as at June 30, 2017 in reference to current lease agreement and
the area which True Properties will enter into a lease contract with the REIT following the investment can be
divided into revenue from space lease and services of True Tower 1 and True Tower 2 projects, which accounts
approximately for 61.4% and 38.6% of total revenue specified in the lease contract, respectively. Most terms in
lease and service agreement are set at 3 years with fixed rental and service rates (not in reference of operating
results) and will be increased as per related terms and conditions specified in the space lease and service
contracts.
In respect to space lease contract of the initially invested assets, distribution in terms of contract term and
businesses of the tenants can be observed (see more details in Part 2 No.2 “Information of REIT’s Core Assets”
No.4.4). In spite of its dependency on rental and service revenues collected from 2 major tenants which include
True Group and CP Group, the REIT has also set up measures for preventing risks and negative impacts on its
financial status and operating performance in the even that major tenants failed to pay the rental fee or
remuneration or terminate the contract before completion of contract term. These preventive measures include:



All tenants entering into lease contract with the REIT must pay advance deposit in the amount
equivalent to 3-month rental per contract. In the event that the tenants failed to pay their rental fees,
the REIT shall have the right to confiscate such deposit amount as payment for the remaining rental
fees and as compensation for any damage occurred due to violation of contract terms and
conditions by the tenant. In the event the tenants decided to terminate the contract before
completion of contract term and not resulting from violation of contract terms and conditions by the
REIT, the REIT shall have the right to confiscate the full deposit amount as compensation for the
damages due to contract termination while the tenants must continue paying monthly rental and
service fees until the date of lawful termination of contract. This shall also include expenses,
damages and any other amounts that must be paid by the tenants.



Individial tenants that are part of True Group and CP Group companies must notify the lessor 6
months prior to a contract expiration whether the lessor will renew or not to renew the contract. This
rule was set up to ensure that the REIT will have sufficient time to ask the Property Manager to seek
new tenants and collect rental fees.

As of June 30, 2017, occupancy rate from True Group companies at True Tower 1 and True Tower 2 were 87.4%
and 85.2% of total net leasable area, respectively. True Corporations Plc. had the highest occupancy rate at
True Tower 1 with total rented area equaling 12,957 square meters, or 34.7% of total net leasable area of True
Tower 1. True Internet Corporation Co., Ltd. had the highest occupancy rate at True Tower 2 with total rented
area equaling to 6,245 sqaure meters, or 24.9% of total leasable area of True Tower 2.
REIT Structure

Source: REIT Manager

Characteristics of the Tenants and Lease Contract of True Tower 1 and True Tower 2 Projects
% of Total Leasable Area
Remaining Lease Contract Term By Year
Remaining Lease Contract Term By Year
True Tower 1
True Tower 2

Quarter 4

2018

2019

2020

2017

Quarter 4

2018

2019

2020

2017

Source:

Information by True Properties as of Septemebr 30, 2017

Remark:

The above information is based on space lease contract as at September 30, 2017 including lease contract by which
True Properties and/or other interested tenants agreed to enter with the REIT before and after the REIT investment in
initially invested assets. The space rented by True Properties consisted of space leased by True Tower 1 totaling 656
square meters and space leased by True Tower 2 totaling 532 sqaure meters, making total space of the REIT rented by
True Properties equaling to 1,188 square meters, or 1.9% of total leasable area, including lease contracts of the tenants
who submitted their intention to rent and agreed to enter into lease contract within 2017 totaling 1,707 square meters, or
2.7% of total leasable area.

Retail Tenants
(% of Total Leasable Area)
True Tower 1
True
Properties
2.1%

Commerical
Bank 1.0%

True
Properties
1.8%

Source:

True Tower 2

CP Group
9.9%

True Group
87.4%

Information by True Properties as of Septemebr 30, 2017

CP Group
12.7%

True Group
85.2%

Segment of Tenants
(% of Total Leasable Area)
True Tower 1
Special services
area 1.5%

True Tower 2

Commerial
bank 1.0%

Special services
area 3.6%

Other 11.4%

Other 14.5%

Source:

Information by True Properties as of Septemebr 30, 2017

15.5 Financial Highlights and Past Operating Performance of Initially Invested Assets
True Tower 1 Project
Revenue Structure and Major Expenses of True Tower 1 before Investment by the REIT
Past Operating Results of True Tower 1
Y2014
Y2015
Y2016
(Unit: million Baht)

Q1 Y2017

Revenue from space rental and service fees(1)

197.6

205.6

232.2

69.3

Revenue from furniture lease fee(2)

112.5

121.4

101.1

25.3

68.0

60.3

60.3

11.7

378.1

387.2

393.5

106.4

100.0

87.6

92.3

21.8

8.9

9.3

9.6

2.4

108.9

96.9

101.9

24.2

Other revenue(3)
Total revenue from operation
Cost of space lease and service(4)
Cost of additional service(5) and furniture lease(6)
Total revenue from operation
Source:

Information by True Properties as at March 31, 2017.

Remarks: (1) Prior to investment by the REIT, True Properties collect the following service fees from the tenants: (a) space lease
related service (“space lease service”) and (b) non-space lease related service (“additional service”). Since total
service fee is calculated based on the same rate stipulated in service contract, it is therefore not distinguishable.

Hence, the revenue from space rental and service fees shown above may be higher than the revenue from space
rental and service fees based on the characteristics of benefits procurement of the REIT.
(2) Since the REIT did not invest in furnitures, it will not receive any revenue from lease of furnitures. Nevertheless, in
2016, True Properties had adjusted the rates of space rental fee, service fee and furniture rental fee to ensure it is in
line with service cost proportion of the company and therefore presented the above information to reflect changes
in revenue.
(3) Other revenues include revenue from public utilities service, AC service during non-operating hours, car park
service and telecommunication and LED monitor installation service.
(4) Space lease and service cost refers to cost relevant to space lease and service relating to the lease/use of space.
The REIT will be responsible for such cost after its investment in initially invested assets has been made. However,
such cost does not include house and building tax which was originally paid by the lessor (True Properties) and is
still paid by True Properties after the REIT’s investment in initially invested assets since True Properties is the
leaseholder of such properties.
(5) Cost of additional service refers to cost of non-space lease/utilization related service which is mainly cost of
additional service of True Properties and True Properties is responsible for such cost after REIT’s investment in
initially invested assets.
(6) Cost of furnitures lease refers to cost relating to the lease of furnitures which is mainly cost of maintenance and
repair which is responsible by True Properties after the REIT’s investment in initially invested assets.

Space Rental Rate and Average Rental Rate
True Tower 1
31 Dec 2014
Total leasable area(1)(sq.m.)
Average occupancy(2)(%)
Average rental rate(3)

31 Dec 2015

31 Dec 2016

30 Sep 2017

35,747

35,921

35,921

35,791

99.3

100.0

100.0

100.0

463.7

477.0

538.7

648.9

(Baht/sq.m./month)
Source:

Information by True Properties as at September 30, 2017.

Remarks: (1) Total leasable space, excluding office space used by Property Manager (True Properties) or others without rental or
service charges, for the years 2014, 2015, 2016 and Q1 of 2017 equaling to 604 sq.m., 612 sq.m., 612 sq.m. and
741 sq.m., respectively. Following the REIT’s investment, True Properties and/or the tenants will enter into space
lease contract and/or service contract with the REIT. However, this does not inclue areas currently being renovated
or have been renovated for leasing to the tenants.
(2) Average rental rate is the ratio of collected lease area to total leasable area.
(3) Average rental rate is calculated from rental and service fees (which consists of space service fee and additional
service fee) divided by total leasable area. Following the REIT’s investment in initially invested assets, average
rental rate paid to the REIT will partially decrease due to the tenant’s allocation of partial service fee for payment of

additional service fee to True Properties at the rate of 49.0 Baht/sq.m./month for the year 2017 (only applicable to
areas charged with additional service fee).

True Tower 2 Project
Revenue Structure and Major Expenses True Tower 2 before Investment by the REIT
Past Operating Results of True Tower 2
(Unit: million Baht)
Revenue from space rental and service fees(1)

Y2014

Y2015

Y2016

Q1 Y2017

107.9

139.1

156.0

45.8

Revenue from furniture lease fee(2)

43.7

52.5

48.9

14.0

Other revenue(3)

33.8

46.6

65.6

21.6

185.4

238.1

270.5

81.4

62.7

69.4

77.5

19.1

3.3

2.8

3.8

0.7

66.0

72.3

81.3

19.8

Total revenue from operation
Cost of space lease and service(4)
Cost of additional service(5) and furniture lease(6)
Total revenue from operation
Source:

Information by True Properties as at March 31, 2017.

Remarks: (1) Prior to investment by the REIT, True Properties collect the following service fees from the tenants: (a) space lease
related service (“space lease service”) and (b) non-space lease related service (“additional service”). Since total
service fee is calculated based on the same rate stipulated in service contract, it is therefore not distinguishable.
Hence, the revenue from space rental and service fees shown above may be higher than the revenue from space
rental and service fees based on the characteristics of benefits procurement of the REIT.
(2) Since the REIT did not invest in furnitures, it will not receive any revenue from lease of furnitures. Nevertheless, in
2016, True Properties had adjusted the rates of space rental fee, service fee and furniture rental fee to ensure it is in
line with service cost proportion of the company and therefore presented the above information to reflect changes
in revenue.
(3) Other revenues include revenue from public utilities service, AC service during non-operating hours, car park
service and telecommunication and LED monitor installation service.
(4) Space lease and service cost refers to cost relevant to space lease and service relating to the lease/use of space.
The REIT will be responsible for such cost after its investment in initially invested assets has been made. However,
such cost does not include house and building tax which was originally paid by the lessor (True Properties) and is
still paid by True Properties after the REIT’s investment in initially invested assets since True Properties is the
leaseholder of such properties.
(5) Cost of additional service refers to cost of non-space lease/utilization related service which is mainly cost of
additional service of True Properties and True Properties is responsible for such cost after REIT’s investment in
initially invested assets.

(6) Cost of furnitures lease refers to cost relating to the lease of furnitures which is mainly cost of maintenance and
repair which is responsible by True Properties after the REIT’s investment in initially invested assets.

Space Rental Rate and Average Rental Rate
True Tower 2

31 Dec 2014

Total leasable area(1)(sq.m.)

31 Dec 2015

31 Dec 2016

30 Sep 2017

23,551

23,551

23,551

23,551

82.4

97.7

99.4

100.0

462.6

503.5

555.3

638.5

419.7

459.8

516.7

595.0

Average occupancy rate(2)(%)
Average rental rate(3)
(Baht/sq.m./month)
Average rental rate(excluding Studio
and Generator space)
(Baht/sq.m./month)
Source:

Information by True Properties as at September 30, 2017.

Remarks: (1) Total leasable space, excluding office space used by Property Manager (True Properties) or others without rental or
service charges, for the years from 2014 – Q1 of 2017 equaling to 86 sq.m. Following the REIT’s investment, True
Properties and/or the tenants will enter into space lease contract and/or service contract with the REIT. However,
this does not inclue areas currently being renovated or have been renovated for leasing to the tenants
(2) Average rental rate is the ratio of collected lease area to total leasable area.
(3) Average rental rate is calculated from rental and services fees (which consists of space service fee and additional
service fee) divided by total leasable area. Following the REIT’s investment in initially invested assets, average
rental rate paid to the REIT will partially decrease due to the tenant’s allocation of partial service fee for payment of
additional service fee to True Properties at the rate of 49.0 Baht/sq.m./month for the year 2017 (only applicable to
areas charged with additional service fee).

15.6 Summary of Material Information of Appraisal Report, Appraised Value and Investment Value
Appraised Value
The maximum investment value of not exceeding 4,600 million Baht is considered to be higher than the minimum
appraised value of 4,172 million Baht which was prepared by appraisal firms, the difference between such
maximum and minimum values still does not exceed 428 million Baht or 10.3% of the minimum appraised value.
Hence, the REIT Manager and Financial Advisor are of the opinion that such maximum investment value is
appropriate and acceptable sine the initially invested assets has the potential to generate high rental revenue
especially when such properties (office buildings) are located at the sneter of business growth and capable of
supporting Bangkok expansion and are connected to the main road with access to expressway. In addition, the
initially invested assets has the potential to raise additional revenues apart from the ones specified in the

projected income statement prepared by appraisal firms such as revenue from advertising media installation
insider and outside of office buildings. Minimum appraised values for each project are as follow:
Project

Maximum Value of
Initially Invested Assets
(million Baht)

True Tower 1
True Tower 2
Total
Remarks:

Not exceeding 2,949
2,600
2,618
Not exceeding 1,651
1,572
1,613
Not exceeding 4,600
4,172
4,231
Appraised value based on Income Approach as of July 1, 2017.
Percentage of minimum appraised value based on Income Approach of each
particular of invested assets.
Knight Frank refers to Knight Frank Chartered (Thailand) Co., Ltd.

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Appraised Value(1)
(million Baht)
Knight Frank(3)
ETC(4)

Higher than
Minimum
Appraised
Value(2)
(%)
13.4
5.0
10.3

ETC refers to Edmund Tie & Company (Thailand) Co., Ltd.

15.7 Market Outlook Summary
Office Building Market in Bangkok
Supply
Approximately 4,754,463 square meters
Demand
Approximately 4,410,956 square meters
Occupany Rate (Y2016)
92.8%
Average Rental Rate (Y2016) 737 Baht/square meter/month
A-Grade buildings in busines center district: 960 Baht/square
meter/month
B-Grade buildings in busines center district: 671 Baht/square
meter/month
A-Grade buildings outside of business center district: 809
Baht/square meter/month
B-Grade buildings outside of business center district: 508 Baht/
square meter/month
Positive trend as seen from low available space for lease and higher
Trend
rental rate

Office Building Market in Ratchadapisek Road Area

Supply
Demand
Occupany Rate (Y2016)
Average Rental Rate (Y2016)

Trend

Approximately 422,640 square meters
Approximately 400,770 square meters
94.8%
625 Baht/square meter/month
A-Grade building: 875 Baht/square meter/month
B-Grade building: 581 Baht/square meter/month
Positive trend as seen from low available space for lease and higher
rental rate, particularly office buildings locating near mass transit
system.

Office Building Market in Areas Surrounding Pattanakarn Road
Supply
Approximately 272,123 square meters
Demand
Approximately 245,343square meters
Occupany Rate (Y2016)
90.2%
Average Rental Rate (Y2016) Pattanakarn Road: 500 Baht/square meter/month
Petchburi Road: 479 Baht/square meter/month
Ramkamhaeng Road: 450 Baht/square meter/month
Srinakarin Road: 400 Baht/square meter/month
Trend
Moderate trend as seen from relatively low and stable supply which
is in the same level as the demand resulting in a balance between
supply and demand level
In-depth Market Situation of Office Buildings along Ratchadapisek Road
Supply Situation along Ratchadapisek Road
As at the end of 2016, total office space supply along Ratchadapisek Road equals to approximately 422,640
square meters from a total of 15 office building projects. In 2014, maximum increase in the supply of new office
buildings, or approximately 87,708 square meters, can be observed. This includes AIA The Capitalส (totaling
approximately 54,000 square meters) and The Nine Tower Bulding A (totaling approximately 33,708 square
meters). In 2016, 2 new office buildings were opened including G Tower (South) (totaling approximately 23,299
square meters) and Rungrojthanakul 5 (totaling approximately15,705 square meters).
Office building projects locating on Ratchadapisek Road accounts for nearly 74%, or covering total area of
approximately 311,913 square meters, whereas office building projects locating on Rama 9 Road accounts to
only 26%, or covering total area of approximately 110,727 square meters.
In the future, only 1 new office building is expected to launch which is G Tower (North). The project is expected
to be completed in Q1 of 2017 with total leasable area of approximately 42,531 square meters.

Demand Situation along Ratchadapisek Road
As at the end of 2016, total occupied office space equals to approximately 400,770 square meters from total
office space available equaling to approximately 422,640 square meters, or 94.8% occupancy rate, whereas
total available office space for lease equals to only 21,870 square meters and Annual Take Up equals to
approximately 31,000 square meters. Unless there is new supply, the remaining leasable area is expected to be
entirely occupied by 2017.
In 2014, significant increase in demand for office space can be observed from increase in office space utilization
by as high as 64,258 square meters as a result from increase in new office space by approximately 87,708
square meters. According to the survey, it can be found that many companies locating in business center district
have high demand for office space expansion due to insufficient space of its current office buildings. For this
reason, many companies must relocate to new office buildings that have just recently been completed as it can
provide sufficient space for operation. Most importantly, the office space within these new buildings is connected
and thus enabling better coordination efficiency. As at the end of 2016, total utilized office space has increased
by approximately 40,758 square meters.
Rental Rate of Office Buildings along Ratchadapisek Road
Office space rental rate on Ratchadapisek Road as at Januray 2017 equals to 628 Baht/square meter/month and
has continuously increased since 2011 during which average rental rate was equal to only 497 Baht/square
meter/month. From 2014 onwards, the rental rate has significantly increased due to the completion of many new
office buildings which offer rental price higher than the market price. Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR)
within 5-year period is at 3.75% per annum. Today, the newly completed office buildings such as G Tower offers
rental price by as high as 950 Baht/square meter/month while AIA The Capital offers rental price at 800
Baht/square meter/month. The reason why the rental price offer of G Tower is higher than that of AIA The Capital
is because the location of G Tower is surrounded by conveniences such as shopping malls and condominiums.
Furthermore, it is located near the intersection between Ratchadapisek Road and Rama 9 Road including
expressway and MRT station, allowing higher travel convenience.
Market Trend of Office Buildings along Ratchadapisek Road
Office building market along Ratchapisek Road showed positive trend. Since this area is considered as a new
business district of Bangkok and a connecting point between business center and the east side of Bangkok with
travel convenience, it therefore gained wide interest among large number of investors. In addition, many real
estate development projects can densely be found within this area including lease space for retail sale, office
buiding, residential projects and even real estate development project at the corner of intersection between
Ratchapisek Road and Rama 9 Road by Grand Canal Land Group which consists of office building,
condominium, hotel and lease space for retail sale, allowing Ratchadapisek area to gain wider attention from the
market.

Many of real estate development projects taken place in this area have drawn several international firms to
relocate its office in the area, causing occupancy rate of office space to reach as high as 94.8% whereas
remaining lease space available equals to only 21,870 square meters. Annual Take Up equal to approximately
31,000 square meters.
In-depth Market Situation of Office Buildings along Pattanakarn Road
Real Estate Developments along Pattanakarn Road
Areas surrounding Pattanakarn Road is densely filled with many residential projects namely single-detached
house, townhouse, commercial building and condominiums. It is also where head office of many large firms are
located including Siam Makro Public Company Limited, Preecha Group Public Company Limited and Yamato
Unyu (Thailand) Company Limited which is a subsidiary of a large Japanese logistic firm. In addition, it is where
Korean Embassy is located as well as many lease space for retail sale for servicing office workers and nearby
residents. This includes London Street Complex by MK Restaurant Group Public Company Limited and Tessco
Lotus (Pattanakarn Branch). It is also where many leading academic institutions are situated namely Kasem
Bundit University, Triamudomsuksa Pattanakarn School and Christian International School Bangkok. Most singledeteched housing projects in this area are upper-class with selling price higher than 10 million Baht per unit.
This is due to the fact that the area provides travel convenience even by private cars and has access to
expressways, making it one of the popular sites for real estate development.
Supply Situation along Pattanakarn Road
Office building supply along Pattanakarn Road and surrounding areas is relatively low. Most office buildings in
this area are developed by companies with demand for use of office space while the remaining office space is
put on lease. Most companies utilizing office space in this area have their own manufacturing plants at nearby
industrial estate such as Ladkrabang Industrial Estate. In addition, many residential project developments,
especially single-detached house, twin house and townhouse, can be found in the area due to urban expansion
along the eastern region.
Total lease office space of the studied area accounts to approximately 272,123 square meters from a total of 10
office buildings and all of which are old buildings (built before 2011). Most office buildings can laregely be found
along New Petchburi Road by accounting to 68% of the studied area, followed by Ramkamhaeng Road and
Srinakarin Road by accounting to 13% and 10% of the studied area respectively. Office buildings on Pattanakarn
Road, however, accounts to only 9% of the studied area.
Demand Situation along Pattanakarn Road
This summary of past demands for office buildings shall only focus on areas along Pattanakarn Road, Petchburi
Road, Ramkamhaeng Road and Srinakarin Road since most office buildings locating on Pattanakarn Road are
either small office buildings or office buildings that are entirely used by the owner. According to the survey, total
occupied office space equals to approximately 245,343 square meters from total office space equaling to

272,123 square meters, or 90.2% occupancy rate, leaving remaining available office space equaling to
approximately 26,780 square meters. Meanwhile, Annual Take Up increases by approximately 2,000 square
meters. However, the increase in new office building supply as well as occupancy rate remains relatively low.
As at the end of 2016, office space demand along New Petchburi Road has reached highest demand level at
approximately 162,336 square meters due to excellent location. In spite of of being near to business center and
having travel convenience, this area stil remains unpopular due to limited availability of mass transit system.
Currently, there is only one mass transit system available at the Asoke-Petchburi Intersection. Meanwhile, highest
occupancy rate can be observed along Srinakarin Road at 98.8%, followed by Pattanakarn Road at 91.5%.
Rental Rate of Office Buildings along Pattanakarn Road
Highest rental price offered on Pattanakarn Road equals to 520 Baht/square meter/month, followed by New
Petchburi Road and Ramkamhaeng Road at 485 Baht/square meter/month and 450 Baht/square meter/month,
respectively. Compound Annual Growth Rates (CAGR) within 5-year period among office buildings along
Ramkamhaeng Road and Petchburi Road equal to 3.6% and 1.7% per annum, respectively. Office buildings
along Srinakarin Road, however, showed no increase in rental rates whereas only 1 office building on
Pattanakarn Road has recently increased its rental price to 520 Baht/square meter/month in January 2016
following the renovation and lease of such office building in 2016.
Market Trend of Office Buildings along Pattanakarn Road
Although areas surrounding Pattanakarn Road, which include New Petchburi Road, Ramkamhaeng Road,
Srinakarin Road and Pattanakarn Road, are not most unwanted locations for many companies, the area along
New Petchburi Road is still considered to be an excellent location since it is close to the heart of business center
and is parallel with Sukhumvit Road where large number of office buildings can be found including access to
BTS Skytrain and MRT services. This helps to promote positive market trend for office buildings in the area and
thus allowing rental price to increase. Meanwhile, the demands for office space along Ramkamhaeng Road,
Srinakarin Road and Pattanakarn Road continue to remain at low level since it is far from business center and
there is no railway mass transit system available for service. Hence, companies renting office space in these
areas are either small companies or have manufacturing plants located at nearby industrial estates along the
eastern region of Bangkok such as Ladkrabang Industrial Estate.

15.8 Future Investment
In respect to future investment, REIT Manager may consider making additional investment and/or adjusting
investment by buying/selling or renting real estate to the REIT and procurement of benefits from invested assets
based on investment and management approach that is consistent with the objective of the REIT establishment.

In respect to initial investment policy, REIT Manager focuses on investing in real estate leasehold, particularly
office buildings, for benefits procurement by leasing or sub-leasing the real estate to ensure maximum benefits
of unitholders and the REIT.
Nevertheless, REIT Manager may consider carrying out any other actions that are not conflicting with the SEC
requirements and in compliance with REIT establishment contract and other relevant announcements, whether
currently in effect or will be revised in the future.
15.9 Risks Factor
15.9.1 Risk relating to finding new tenants upon a completion of lease term
Since the initially invested asset is leasehold of land and building for the period of 30 years counting from the
date of leasehold registration and from which the REIT can procure benefits throughout such period, the REIT
could therefore be at risk of finding new tenants upon nearing completion of such lease term.
Since lease term is considered as one of the major factors influencing a tenant’s decision to enter a lease
contract and since most contracts established with the tenants are standard contract having contract term of not
exceeding 3 years, the REIT is therefore maily at risk during the last 3 years before ending of contract term.
In addition, some tenants may require lease of office space or space within a building for temporary use. In this
case, the REIT Manager and Property Manager shall set up a plan in advance for seeking new tenants to ensure
continous revenue during the last 3 years before ending of contract term.
In the future, if the REIT Manager sees that the expansion of investment for extension of leasehold period in such
land and property will generate appropriate revenue for the REIT at that time, the REIT may then carry out
additional investement to extend leasehold period. In the event that the person acquiring such property after the
REIT has a policy to procure benefits from the property through leasing in the ame manner as the REIT, the
contract terms of both current tenants and new tenants shall also be automatically extended according to the
leasehold period extended by the REIT and thus eliminating the restrictions of finding new tenants.
15.9.2 Risk from non-contract renewal by the tenants
Since it is likely that the initially invested assets may face the problem of simultaneous ending of many lease
contract terms all at once not to mention contract renewal frequency and rental rate calculation method, the
REIT therefore becomes more volatile against the fluctuation of rental price in the market. Meanwhile, the
lowering demand for lease of office buildings due to whichever reasons can lead to declining occupancy rate
and rental rate, causing the revenue from rental fee to drop consequently and thus lowering the overall revenue

of the REIT. In addition, all tenants may refuse to renew the contract or agree to renew the contract under
specific terms and conditions that may cause the REIT to gain lower benefits comparing to current contract. If
the rental rate after contract renewal or new contract establishment is lower than expected with level of
significance, it will definitely cause negative impact on the operations and financial position of the REIT. Also, the
REIT Manager cannot guarantee whether the REIT will be able to re-offer the lease the empty space at the
original rental rate if any current tenants decided to terminate the contract or refused to renew the contract.
15.9.3 Risk from renovation and refurbishment of substantial properties having impact on benefits procurement
Initially invested assets may require major renovation and refurbishment in substantial part to maintain the
property in a good condition and suitable for utilization by the tenants, including attracting new tenants to rent
the properties invested by the REIT.
Generally, regular renovation or refurbishment should not interrupt the business operations of the REIT. However,
major renovation or refurbishment (particularly the ones that are not in the part of normal business) may require
internal and external modification of the real estate invested by the REIT, including changing of major utility
systems. In addition, major renovation or refurbishment may require temporary closing down of partial space of
the rented property, causing significant negative impact in terms of property utilization and even lead to
cancellation of lease or service contract or refusal to renew contract by the tenants. Hence, any major renovation
or refurbishment of the real estate invested by the REIT may potentially cause adverse affect on the financial
position and operating performance of the REIT.
Nevertheless, these initially invested assets are constantly renovated and refurbished as deemed necessary and
appropriate by the REIT such as replacement of damaged parts or equipments to ensure the property is in good
condition and suitable for utilization. Such renovation or refurbishment does not affect the procurement of
benefits from the properties invested by the REIT and only required limited expense for maintenance works such
as painting, improvement of work system, repair and replacement of consumables, etc. In this respect, the REIT
Manager has developed a plan for regular revonation and refurbishment as deemed appropriate while
maintenance related expenses are considered as part of the projects’ yearly expenditures.
In addition, the REIT has developed a long-term plan for major renovation or refurbishment based on the
projects’ current conditions which would require a large amount of renovation or maintenance capital. This type
of renovation, however, only occurs occasionally in addition to regular renovation or refurbishment schedule.
Throughout the past years, this type of renovation has rarely taken place and therefore did not cause any impact

on benefits procurement with level of significance. Details of recent major renovation or refurbishment of both
projects are as follow:


In 2005, True Tower 1 underwent major renovation for more efficient space lease service.



True Tower 2
o In 2009, Building No.1 underwent major renovation to ensure that the condition of the building
is in compliance with Building Control Act and able to accurately address customer
requirements in terms of space utilization objective.
o In 2013, the construction of Buildings No.2, No.3 and No.4 have recently been completed.
Based on yearly inspection results of the three buildings, it can be found that the structure and
system works of the three buildings are still in good condition and appropriate for long-term use
if maintenance is carried out according to the established long-term maintenance plan.

Each year both projects will carry out system improvement according to the age and appropriateness of each
project, including maintaining the quality and maintenance of various building systems on regular basis. Hence,
the expenses relating to building maintenance and renovation are therefore relatively stable each year, allowing
the REIT to appropriately estimate such expenditures in advance.
In the event of major renovation or refurbishment, the REIT Manager shall try their best to avoid causing any
effects on substantial benefits procurement by closing down one zone at a time for renovation to allow utilization
of other remaining space. This includes lobby decoration, refurbishment of internal walls, carpet replacement,
toilets renovation, elevator replacement, etc. In respect to the maintenance plan for future assets invested by the
REIT, adequate and appropriate budget has already been allocated as per the suggestion of the Property
Manager. The allocated budget will be used for assets maintenance to ensure they are in a good condition and
capable of supporting efficient benefits procurement, including investment in building renovation or system
works improvement which requires relatively high investment capital. Property Manager shall manage all
maintenance works as deemed necessary and appropriate to ensure there is no impact on benefits procurement
and cash flow of the REIT with level of signifance. If the allocated budget cannot sufficiently cover the entire
maintenance cost, the REIT will consider finding appropriate financial source to minimize impact on benefits
procurement.
During the period between Year 1 to Year 5, True Properties Co., Ltd. (“True Properties”), the lessor of the land
and building, agreed to be responsible for payment of major renovation or refurbishment of True Tower 1 and

True Tower 2 projects totaling the amount of 230 million Baht as per the details stipulated in major renovation
and/or refurbishment plan proposed to the REIT by True Properties.
15.9.4 Risk from losing major tenants which may cause negative impact on the financial position and operating
performance of the REIT
Rental fee or any compensations by which the REIT receives from the tenants are considered to be its key
source of income. For this reason, the REIT could be at risk if any major tenant does not pay for such rent or
compensation or decided to terminat the contract before completion of contract term. Under such circumstance,
the revenue of the REIT will be directly affected unless it can find a new tenant for replacement not to mention
direct impact on the REIT’s ability to pay distribution to the unitholders. As at June 30, 2017, the occupancy by
True Group companies in True Tower 1 and True Tower 2 accounted to 87.4% and 85.2%, respectively. When
considered by company, True Corporations Public Company Limited has the highest occupancy rate in True
Tower 1 project covering total lease area of approximately 12,966 sqaure meters, or 34.7% of total leasable area
offered by True Tower 1. Meanwhile, True Internet Corporations Company Limited has the higherst occupancy
rate in True Tower 2 project covering total lease area of approximately 6,245 square meters, or 24.9% of total
leasable area offered by True Tower 2.
Nevertheless, once the REIT’s investment in initially invested assets took place and the REIT became another
contract party in replacement of True Properties, every tenant entering into lease contract with the REIT must pay
deposit in the amount equivalent to 3-month rental fee. In the event that any tenant refused to pay for the rent,
the REIT shall therefore have the right to confiscate such deposit amount for payment of the remaining rental fee
including compensating for any damages occurred due to contract violation by that tenant. In the event a tenant
decided to terminate the contract before completion of contract term due to whichever reasons that are not
related to the REIT’s violation of contract, the REIT shall have the right to confiscate the entire deposit amount as
compensation for the damage occurred from cancelation of contract. Also, the tenant will have to continue
paying monthly rental and service fees until the date of lawful contract cancellation, including other expenses,
damages and other amounts that must be paid by the tenant. This contract term and condition regarding deposit
payment is expected to help minimize the risk and negative impact on the financial position and operating
performance of the REIT.
15.9.5 Risk relating to the REIT’s dependency on top management and personnel of the REIT Manager having
specialization in benefits procurement and property utilization management

The directors and top management of the REIT Manager are key factors in driving benefits procurement and
management of property ulitization. Hence, all personnel of the REIT Manager must undergo through careful
selection process and must completely meet all qualifications to ensure that he/she is suitable for performing the
assigned duties as a personnel of the REIT Manager. This covers various important positions including positions
relating to REIT assets management and positions requiring personnel with keen knowledge and experience in
investment management or benefits procurement from real estate. Any loss of such personnel is the same as
losing knowledgable and experienced personnel with strong business connections and specialization and
finding a replacement having the same level of specialization and capability would be difficult. As a result, lower
performance efficiency will likely occur. In the event that the REIT Manager has lost such personnel and is
unable to persuade or hire or replace new personnel of the same level of knowledge, specialization, skills and
qualifications relating to benefits procurement and property utilization management, the REIT will most likely face
lower profitability.
15.9.6 Risk from REIT operating performance dependency on the ability of Property Manager
The REIT Manager will appoint True Properties as the Property Manager of the initially invested assets of the
REIT. The Property Manager shall be responsible for managing initially invested assets as directed by the REIT
Manager, including jointly determine the policies relating to benefits procurement and the lease of office space
of such property together with the REIT Manager. This includes finding new tenants, current contract renewal,
public relations relating to office space lease service, including maintenance or renovation of initially invested
assets to ensure they are in good condition and suitable for use. The ability of Property Manager in managing
initially invested assets will directly affect the operating performance of the REIT.
If True Properties failed to perform its duties as Property Manager due to whichever reasons in spite of adequate
and appropriate remuneration determined by the REIT, the REIT may not be able to appoint any other persons
capable of managing initially invested assets as efficient as True Properties and thus causing significant
negative impact on the REIT’s operating performance, financial position and its ability to pay distribution among
the unithiolders.
15.9.7 Risk relating to the tenants of the property invested by the REIT refused to change current lessor or
service provider to the REIT
Following the REIT’s investment in initially invested assets, the tenants or service users must agree to change the
contract party from current lessor or service provider to the REIT and must pay rental or service fee to the REIT
which is the lessor or service provider. In the event the tenants or service users refused to do so, the REIT may

be at risk of losing revenue from rental fees which is its main source of income and thus directly affecting the
REIT’s overall revenue and its ability to make distribution payment.
Nevertheless, during the investment in initially invested assets, the REIT shall notify and explain the details of the
REIT to the tenance and service users to ensure that they are willing to change the contract party from current
lessor or service provider to the REIT. The REIT shall ensure immediate changing of contract party and, with its
full effort, try to notify the tenants or service users and ensure that they agree to change the current contract
party which is either the lessor or service provider to the REIT. In the event the tenants or service users refused
to do so, the REIT by REIT Manager shall by its best efforts ensure that the REIT completely receives rental and
service fees, including the insurance money or any other benefits which the REIT is entitled to receive.
Furthermore, the contract providing the REIT leasehold rights in the property of True Tower 1 and True Tower 2
projects which will be entered between True Properties and the REIT stipulates that on the date of leasehold
registration True Properties must ensure that the tenants by no less than 90% of total leasable area offered by
True Tower 1 and True Tower 2 projects agreed to change contract party from current lessor or service provider
to the REIT. If the tenants refused to change contract party, True Properties (current lessor/service provider) shall
continue to remain as the lessor of those tenants until completion of contract term. In addition, True Properties
shall notify the tenants regarding the details for rental payment such as account number of the REIT, payment
channel for rental fee or any other benefits, including insurance money or any other benefits which the REIT is
entitled to receive or any other relevant details to ensure that the tenants can directly pay rental fee to the REIT.
In the event that True Properties received payment of rental/service fee stipulated in the service contract
including any other benefits which the REIT is entitled to receive, True Properties shall deliver such payment to
the REIT within the period of 7 working days starting from the date of receipt of such payment by True Properties
(since the procedure for document signing by authorized person can be time consuming, particularly in terms of
documents delivery). True Properties is also responsible for carrying out any other tasks necessary for
maintaining the rights and benefits of the REIT as per stipulated in the lease contract.
15.9.8 Risk relating to business competitors of the REIT
The REIT is engaged in the business of lease of office space and generates revenue from office space rental
and service fees. Apart from the the aforementioned office buildings initially invested by the REIT, there are also
other office buildings on lease within the same location. This includes those with higher, similar or lower rental
fees, causing higher competitions in terms of finding tenants. In addition, some buildings have similar target
group as the REIT and therefore impacting the business operations of the REIT. In the event that the competition

in real estate market (lease office building) become more aggressive or several new office buildings of similar
type have been simultaneously constructed and opened for lease, it will inevitably affect the business operations
of the REIT such as causing higher price competition and lowering rental price due to excessive supply or
causing the REIT to adjust some terms and conditions in the lease contract to ensure better interest of the
tenants. Such aggressive competition will ultimately cause the REIT to face business operation risks unless it can
promptly adjust its market competition strategies to current changes.
In the past 6 years, however, the competition in real estate market (lease office building) remained relatively slow
as can be observed from rental rates which are slightly higher than 85% of total leasable office area while
occupancy rates either remained relatively stable or continuously increasing. Rental rates, on the other hand,
has continued to rise during the past years. In addition, the increase of new supply of large office building for
lease remains lower than the increasing new demand (For more details on market competition situation, please
see Part 2 No.6.2 “Lease Office Building Market Outlook”. Since the construction of large office building for lease
requires large investment capital and a large plot of land located at the heart of business zone or accessible to
travel convenience such as connected to the main road, this industry therefore has limited numbers of
entrepreneurs not to mention high level of barrier to entry and thus resulting in slight increase in new supply.
In respect to demands, most tenants will make their decision based on the project’s location, building
specifications, size of lease space as well as safety and security standard coupled with rental rates under the
given budget and building management quality. Hence, each office building is differentiated by its
characteristics, allowing the owner to use those unique characteristics of their office building to attract the
tenants such as locating near a main road with travel convenience or sufficient leasable space for large firms or
efficient and standardized public utilities system or strict security system, etc. Hence, property owners can
diversify their competition strategies apart from focusing on low pricing strategies based on their office building
specifications and the experience of property management team.
Generally, when it comes to office building relocation most tenants will mainly consider better benefits offer that
they will gain from the new location in comparison with the rising rental rate as well as shipping and installation
expenses at the new location. This will affect the employees of the tenants in the long run in terms of travel
distance, rental fee adjustment, security standard and service quality of new building executive team.
15.9.9 Risk from Borrowing
The REIT is expected to borrow in the amount not exceeding 920 million Baht, or not more than 20% total value
of initial fund raising, by entering into loan contract with commercial bank, financial institution, insurance

company and/or any other juristic persons that can provide loan to the REIT for investment in initially invested
assets. For this reason, the REIT could face some risks from borrowing since the interest rates applied are
floating interest rates which are subjected to changes throughout loan term and may potentially impact the
business operations of the REIT as well as its ability to pay distribution to unitholders. For more details on drafted
loan contract, please see Part 2 No.2.8 “Borrowings of the REIT”.
In the event that the REIT is unable to pay interest and/or the principal stated in the loan contract or the REIT has
submitted refinancing application but is rejected by the commercial bank, financial institution, insurance
company and/or any other juristic persons that can provide loan to the REIT and causing it to be unable to pay
the interest and/or the principal stated in the loan contract, the lender may enforce mortgage of REIT assets
and/or other securities as guarantee for loan payment as per the criteria and confitions stipulated in loan
contract, mortgage contract and related securitites contract. In the case of refinancing, the REIT could be at risk
of being offered new contract terms and conditions that are not as good as the original contract. Also, the REIT
coud be at risk of being offered contract terms and conditions which prohibits it from acquiring additional assets
in the case of additional borrowing.
Nevertheless, the REIT Manager shall consider various fund raising options upon completion of loan contract
term such as offer for sale of debentures or borrow from commercial bank, financial institution, insurance
company and/or any other juristic persons that can provide loan to the REIT for repayment of such loan or offer
for sale of additional trust units. The REIT Manager will select the option that ensures the best interest of the
unitholders and the REIT. The REIT Manager and Financial Advisor are of the opinion that risks relating to fund
raising for repayment of loan in the final year are at relatively low level after considering loan securities and the
REIT’s ability to repay such loan. This is because the ratio of borrowing to total assets value are quite low
coupled with the fact that the properties invested by the REIT have high potential in generating continuous
revenue for the REIT.
The REIT Manager are well aware of such risks and shall take into account and constantly follow-up on the
factors affecting the borrowings of the REIT including interest rate trend in order to accurately evaluate potential
risks and determine appropriate measures in handling such risks. In the addition, the REIT Manager may
consider using financial instruments to minimize risks from borrowing such as Interest Rate Swap by which the
REIT shall take into account related laws and the best interest of the unitholders.
In respect to its initial investment, the REIT will borrow in the amount not exceeding 920 million Baht, which is
lower than the maximum borrowing rate at 35% of totall assets value. Hence, careful planning of borrowing for

initial investment of the REIT can help to promote efficient risk management (such as the ability to borrow from
financial institution to cover payment of current loan) whereas borrowing proportions lower than maximum level
can help to promote flexibility of the REIT in terms of future investment structure.
15.9.10 Risk from Property Manager being a Related Party of Two Tenants Occupying Lease Space by More
than Half of Total Leasable Space of Initially Invested Assets
The REIT Manager will appoint True Properties as the Property Manager for the initially invested assets.
Currently, True Properties is the related party of two tenants including True Corporations Public Company Limited
of which total rented space accounts to 22.9% of total leasable area and Charoen Pokphand Group of which
total rented space accounts to 1.2% of total leasable area, making up total space rented by True Group and CP
Group companies totaling 97.5% of total leasable area.
Most lease contracts for the initially invested assets of the REIT contains the terms and conditions that will ensure
the benefits of the REIT and for handling the following cases: True Properties neglects or without the slightest
effort tries to perform the duties of Property Manager of the REIT in regards to following up or collecting rental
payment from both tenants or without the slightest effort tries to negotiate for higher rental rates after current
contract term is completed or not collecting any damage compensations resulting from the tenants or not trying
to find new tenants to replace the ones who no longer want to rent office space. For instance, the contract may
stipulate that all tenants must pay rental fee in advance within the 16th of each month and must pay deposit in the
amount equivalent to 3-month rental fee in the first year on the date of signing of lease contract. If the tenants are
True Group and CP Group companies, they are required to notify the lessor at least 6 months in advance of
completion of current contract term regarding their intention to renew the contract. This condition will allow the
REIT Manager sufficient time to follow up on the performance of the Property Manager in terms of finding new
tenants and collection of rental payments. Meanwhile, the term and condition relating insurance reserve can
provide some relief in the case of damages caused by the tenants and no damage compensation payment by
the tenants, including the case of the Property Manager’s negligence in collecting damage compensation from
the tenants. Furthermore, the REIT Manager will set up measures for evaluating the performance of Property
Manager (For more details, please see Part 2 No.4 “Benefits Procurement from Real Estate” topic 4.5
“Information of Property Manager”). The REIT Manager is allowed to interfere with the duties of Property Manager
under the following circumstances:
 Occupancy rate of the managed property remains lower than 90% of total leasable area for 3
consecutive months. In this case, the REIT Manager may appoint additional real estate

agent/representative to find new tenants for the available lease space while Property Manager will
not receive any contract service fee from that tenant.
 Occupancy rate of the managed property in any month is lower than 75% of total leasable area. In
this case, the REIT Manager may appoint additional real estate agent/representative to immediately
find new tenants for the available lease space while Property Manager will not receive any contract
service fee from that tenant.
The REIT Manager may terminate lease/service contract engaged with the Property Manager under the
following circumstances:
 Adjusted Gross Operating Profit remains lower than 95% of the estimated profit stated in the Annual
Operation Plan proposed by Property Manager and approved by the REIT Manager for 2
consecutive years, with the exception of force majeure.
 Occupancy rate of the managed property remains lower than 50% for 3 consecutive months, with
the exception of force majeure.
 In the event of force majeure, Property Manager may propose the adjusted Annual Operation Plan to
the REIT Manager for consideration and approval. Also, if it appears that the Adjusted Gross
Operating Profit remains lower than 95% of the estimated profit stated in the adjusted Annual
Operation Plan for 2 consecutive years.
In addition, the REIT Manager has set up a system for checking and randomly inspecting the
performance of Property Manager to ensure compliance with the determined work procedure.
In respect to measures for controlling the cost of minor or urgent maintenance/repair of initially invested assets,
the Property Manager may consider matter by his/herself and reimburse the expenses from the REIT.

In the

case of major or expensive maintenance/repair, however, the REIT Manager has set up a policy for controlling
related expenses under appropriate level and may require Property Manager to propose the matter for approval
and/or require specialists to prepare cost estimates for consideration before giving approval to avoid any
unnecessary high maintenance or replacement cost.
15.9.11 Risk from the Property Manager being Additional Service Provider and Lessor of Furnitures to the
Majority of Tenants
Apart from being the Property Manager of the initially invested assets following the initial investment, True
Properties also provides additional services that are non-related to typical lease of office space by single lessor.

These additional services include food court service, documents delivery service, etc. True Properties will rent
partial space of initially invested assets of the REIT which is accounted to approximately 1.91% of total leasable
area, including the space within fiberglass building which is situated behind True Tower 1 project and parking
space in front of True Tower 2 project. Furthermore, True Properties is a single provider of furniture lease service
to most of the current tenants, which is accounted to approximately 81.18% of total leasable area and in line with
benefits procurement structure of the project before the initial investment of the REIT. Hence, the majority of
tenants still prefer to continue using the service and/or rent the furnitures for continuous service and/or furniture
cost reduction. For this reason, the REIT could face the risks from the tenants’ dependency on single service
provider and/or lessor of furnitures, including conflict of interest due to relatively high additional service fee
and/or furniture rental fee when compared the tenant’s budget, poor service or leased furniture quality, offer for
rental rate discount and/or service fee as incentive or compensation for the tenants using additional service
and/or renting the furnitures of True Properties as well as cancellation of additional services and/or furniture
lease service by True Properties. These risks may influence the tenants’ decision on renting the office space of
the initially invested assets or renewal of lease contract even if the REIT is not the provider of additional services
or furnitures lease service.
Since True Properties has been providing additional services to True Group and CP Group companies for many
years, it therefore has extensive experience and appropriate resources for providing additional services and
furnitures lease service under suitable quality standard and service rates. In addition, the REIT Manager and
True Properties have jointly set up measures for prevention of conflict of interest relating to Property Manager
appointment contract under which True Properties must prepare and submit a list of tenants using additional
services and furnitures lease service including the collected or will be collected service rates to the REIT. In the
event that True Properties must increase the rate of additional service fee or furniture rental fee by more than
20% of current additional service fee or furniture rental fee within 3 years counting from the date of initial
investment, True Properties must obtain prior approval from the REIT Manager before increasing such service
rates.
In the event True Properties decided to cancel additional services or furniture lease service provided to any
tenants, the REIT Manager may not be able to find a new service provider and/or the lessor as replacement or
able to provide similar service nature as that of True Properties. Nevertheless, the tenants may use certain
services provided by other companies in replacement or compensation of the services provided by True
Properties such as restaurants nearby fitness center and department stores, library service by SET, office

furnitures lease service by various companies, etc. In addition, the REIT has the responsibility to provide or
procure additional services or furniture lease service as required by law.
15.9.12 Risk from conflict of interest between the REIT and True Properties that may negatively impact the
operations of the REIT
True Properties is currently responsible for procuring core lease office space to True Group companies and is
the owner of leaseholds in the land, building and/or lease office space in Bangkok and Metropolitan Area
including other provincial areas. Furthermore, True Properties has a shareholding or joint venture with real estate
developer currently handling the development of Whizdom 101 project. Following the initial investment of the
REIT, the REIT Manager will appoint True Properties as the Property Manager of initially invested assets and
therefore causing conflict of interest between True Properties and the REIT in terms of procurement of new
tenants. This includes the tenants that are True Group or CP Group companies and companies that are nonrelated parties.
Both True Group and CP Group companies have shown high demands for office space throughout the past
years and continuously increasing year after year. This can be observed from space rental history of True Group
companies which includes several projects entirely managed by True Properties and projects managed by
others (For more details, please see Part 2 No.4 “Benefits Procurement from Real Estate” No.4.4). This reflects
sufficient demands for office space rental and at the same time promote efficiency in terms of coordination
among internal agencies of each company and among True Group companies.
The REIT Manager has set up measures for preventing such conflict of interest and by which, following the
investment in initially invested assets of the REIT, True Properties (Property Manager) shall execute the following
actions:
 In the event that other parties that are non CP Group and/or True Group companies contacted the
Property Manager for rental of any office space managed by Property Manager, Property Manager
shall provide information of leasable space of the project managed by Property Manager to the
concerned parties before introducing leasable space of other projects under the management of the
Property Manager.
 In the event of completion of contract terms of the tenants of other projects managed by Property
Manager and he/she wishes to continue renting the property, Property Manager shall equally provide
information of leasable space of the project it currently manages to the concerned tenant for
consideration.

 The determined rental rates for leasable space of the project managed by Property Manager and
rental rates for leasable space at other projects under the management of Property Manager should
be comparable and based on the size of leasable space, project level, other services provided by
the project and location. The determined rental rates should be within the same range to ensure
transparenct as well as adequate information for the tenants to equally make decision.
15.9.13 Risk from the tenants engaging in the business operation prohibited by relevantagencies or unlawful
business operation
Since the majority of the tenants of True Tower 1 and True Tower 2 projects are True Group companies that are
engaged in the business of telecommunication services which generally complies with the rules and regulations
set out by relevant agencies and must obtain license to operate from relevant agencies such as
Telelcommunications Service License Type III, Internet Provider Service License and License for Spectrum
Utilization for Telecommunications Service. For this reason, the REIT could face the risks of some tenants’
negligence or in compliance with such rules and regulations or performing the business without complete or
accurate license such as installing transmitters without a license or full permission which could result in
suspension of business operation until the license is obtained. This also includes risk from a tenant’s
unauthorized cancellation of business operation or suspension of the use of space of initially invested assets,
both partially and entirely, by state agencies which will inevitably affects the operations of the REIT.
Generally, the accuracy and completeness of license to operate businesses have always remained as top
priority of True Group companies and its competitors in telecommunication industry in hope to avoid any
business distruptions. In addition, True Group is a large company group listed on the Stock Exchange of
Thailand (SET). It is a highly reputable firm with extensive experience in telecommunication industry including
efficient corporate governance, transparency, verifiability and have always taken into account the best interest of
every stakeholder group. Hence, the REIT will only hold the status of the lessor with clearly specified objective.
As a result, the scope of the REIT’s accountablility will only be limited to leasing of space.
15.9.14 Risk from the tenants’ ability to make payment of rental and/or service fee
Since rental and service fees which the REIT collects from its tenants are its key source of income, the REIT
therefore may face the risks from the tenants’ financial position and their ability to make payment of rental and
service fees. If the tenants have financial problem, it will affect their ability to make payment of rental/service fee
or even deciding to cancel lease contract before completion of contract term. However, it is stipulated in the
lease contract that the tenant must continue paying monthly rent to the lessor until completion of contract term,

with the exception of the case where the current tenant can find a new replacement approved by the lessor to
continue the rent until completion of contract term. In the event that the REIT is unable to find a new replacement,
it will directly affect the revenue of the REIT and its ability to make distribution payment.
Nevertheless, every tenant entering into lease contract with the REIT must pay deposit as guarantee for rental or
use of space throughout contract term. The collected deposit amount must be equivalent to 3-month rental and
service fee. The REIT has the right to confiscate such deposit amount in the event any tenant is unable to make
payment of rental and/or service fee or upon cancellation of contract by the tenant before completion of contract
term. Through this measure coupled with the requirement for strict compliance from the tenants, potential risks
and/or impact on the revenue of the REIT can be minimized and allowing the REIT to have sufficient time to find
new tenants to replace the current one, including ensuring continous revenue while finding new replacement.
15.9.15 Risk relating to insufficient parking space
Currently, the parking space of True Tower 1 and True Tower 2 can hold up to 431 cars and 429 cars,
respectively, in accordance with relevant legal requirements. Nevertheless, the current parking spaces provided
may not sufficiently cover the tenants’ demand and may lead to the tenants’ refusal to renew lease contract or
even cancel current contract before completion of contract term, causing declining occupancy rate or risk of the
tenants requesting for rental fee reduction which can cause negative impact on the business operations of the
initially invested assets.
However, since True Tower 1 is located near an MRT station, the tenants and visitors therefore have another
travel option that more quick, convenience and cost-effective. This partially helps to lower current parking space
demands. In addition, there are large car park buildings situated nearby available for the tenants including
parking lot (totaling 136 parking spaces), 3-storey car park building of Thailand’s Cultural Center (totaling 205
parking spaces) and car park building of Rama9 MRT Station (totaling 50 parking spaces). Regarding True
Tower 2, True Properties has entered into lease contract with a third party for renting of nearby space to provide
additional parking space for the tenants. Nevertheless, the REIT Manager and Property Manager will try with their
best efforts to provide/procure additional parking space for the tenants and visitors by taking into account the
tenant demands and appropriate cost of service. However, the REIT Manager cannot provide any guarantee that
the provided parking space will sufficiently cover future tenants’ demand.
15.9.16 Risk from partial space of the initially invested assets having built-to-suit design
Partial space of True Tower 2, Building No.4 was constructed with built-to-suit design for use as a TV production
studio. This space which is accounted to 1.4% of overall initially invested assets has total distance from floor to

ceiling totaling 10.15 meters whereas typical office space has a distance from floor to ceiling totaling only 2.8
meters. This causes the rental rate of the studio to be higher than the rental rate of typical office space. Hence,
the REIT may face the risks of losing its rental revenue in the event of non- contract renewal by the tenants due to
expensive rental rate and its inability to find a new tenant for replacement, including the risk of not being able to
persuade new tenants to rent the available space at higher or equivalent rental rate and the risk of additional
renovation expenses to ensure that the space is read for use as a studio by the new tenants due to its built-tosuit design.
However, there are several supporting factors to help raise higher future rental demand of such studio space
including communication technology advancement, changing consumer behavior and wider media options such
as TV Digital, social Media and websites, allowing higher numbers of marketing and entertainment media
producers. Furthermore, the highlight of this building lies in its office and studio space function within a single
building, allowing more convenience for the tenants which are mainly media producers by addressing their
requirements by supporting efficient management and production control.
In respect to work system, both projects have installed high capacity generators to support the
operations of some tenants such as Server back-up power generator, causing the REIT to face higher
maintenance cost when compared to typical office buildings. Also, if the tenants decided to cancel lease
contract or no longer need to use the generator, it will negatively impact on the operations of the REIT.
15.9.17 Risk from real estate owned by the REIT having increasing real estate-related expenses and operating
expenses and gross profit generated from the real estate or real estate value being negatively affected by
several factors including lower dividend from trust units investment when compared to dividend from operation
of the real estate under the REIT investment
The REIT’s ability to make payment of dividend among unitholders can be negatively affected if real estaterelated expenses and operating expenses has increased while the revenue generated remained relatively
stable. Factors that can cause higher real estate-related expenses and operating expenses include:


Increasing maintenance fee



Increasing real estate-related taxes and other fees as per legal requirement



Amendment of laws, rules, regulations and governmental policies which can result in additional cost
to ensure compliance with the amended laws, rules, regulations and policies.



Increasing public utilities fee



Increasing service rate of sub-contractor



Increasing inflation rate



Increasing insurance premium and



Property damage or defect that needs to be fixed, causing additional operating expenses which
cannot be estimated

Factors that can negatively affect gross profit generated from the real estate or the value of real estate invested
by the REIT include:


Non-rented space due to expiration of contract erm or cancellation of contract which results in lower
rental rate and occupancy rate and thus causing declining gross profit



The ability of Property Manager to collect rental and service fees from the tenants



The amount of rental or service fee which the tenants or service users must pay to the REIT,
including lease and/or service contract terms and conditions and the entering into a new lease
and/or service contract having lower benefits than the current contract.



National and global economic conditions including real estate market situation



The ability of the REIT Manager to provide or maintain adequate insurance coverage



Amendment of legal provisions and related criteria, tax zoning and fees that must be paid to the
government. These changes can cause real estate administration expenses to incease or causing
unexpected operating expenses. Thus, to ensure compliance with the amended laws and
regulations, all real estate-related rights may face certain restrictions resulting from the amendment
of building standard related laws or town planning or enforcement of new laws related real estate
development.



Natural disasters, force majeure, terrorism, riot and any other events beyond the control of the REIT
Manager

The calculation of dividends that the investors will gain from the trust units shall only be based on the revenue
generated from rental and service fees for use of space of the property invested by the REIT by deducting all
operating and administration expenses including other related expenses of the REIT. Hence, the dividends paid
to the investors will be lower than the dividends the REIT gained from the operations of the invested property.

15.9.18 Risk from the fact that the value of invested real estate as per valuation by the valuers cannot reflect
the true real estate value and cannot be used to guarantee that the selling price of such real estate will be as
per current or future price valuation
Generally, several factors will be taken into account during real estate valuation, including certain intangible
factors related to the real estate such as market situation, financial strength, competitiveness and property
conditions. These factors can be changed due to some future events. Since some or all of the predicted events
may not occur as expected or there may possibility of unexpected events, the REIT Manager therefore cannot
guarantee the occurrence of such events. For this reason, the offer price for the REIT’s future core assets could
be lower than the valuation price or investment price of the REIT.
15.9.19 Risk from investment in leasehold with decreasing value following the remaining lease term
The REIT shall invest in real estate leasehold with decreasing value following the remaining lease term as a result
from leasehold valuation, changes in rental rates and/or service rates or any other causes that are beyond the
control of the REIT Manager. Such changes in leasehold value may cause significant impact on total asset value
(TAV) and net asset value (NAV) of the REIT, trust units value and/or distribution payment of the REIT.
15.9.20 Risk relating to the difference between actual operating performance and the operating performance of
the projected income statement with level of significance
The projected income statement including any other statements referring to the projected income statement
presented in this document do not reflect past operating performance but are merely predictions of future
operating performance and do not guarantee the actual future operating performance whatsoever since it may
differ from the projected income statement with level of significance.
Since the projected income statement was prepared based on current information at specific period which are
used to make predictions, evaluations and even future assumptions, it therefore contains several risks and
uncertainties. In addition, the developed assumptions must take into account various factors including economic
and industrial sitation, current market and competition, relevant laws and regulations, changes in loan-based
interest rates and future business decisions, most of which are beyond the control of the REIT Manager. Hence,
the actual operating performance is likely to differ from the projected income statement with level of significance
and the REIT Manager cannot guarantee whether the predicted operating performance can be successfully
achieved or whether the REIT will be able to make payment of sharing of equity per unit as stated in this
document.

15.9.21 Risk from business impact on the REIT’s operating performance and its ability to make distribution
payment to the unitholders
Real estate investment revenue and consideration for distribution payment of the REIT generally depend on the
operating performance of the REIT which could sometimes be affected by the changes of business factors such
as rental and service rates, occupancy rate, real estate management cost, operating costs, business
competition, natural disaster impact, including changes of related laws, regulations, standard requirements, tax
and duties including fees relating to the business operation of the REIT and real estate investment.
Unless the invested property can generate sufficient income, the REIT’s cash flow and its ability to make
distribution payment will be negatively affected whereas the REIT Manager will not be able to guarantee the
REIT’s ability to make distribution payment or maintain the same level of distribution. In addition, the REIT
Manager will not be able to guarantee whether distribution level will increase in the future nor guarantee whether
contract parties can settle an agreement on the increase of rental rates or increase of rental and service revenue
through providing additional lease of space or service or acquiring additional assets to enable higher revenue
for the REIT and higher distribution payment to the unitholders accordingly.

16. Conditions for Cancellation of the REIT
The Trustee shall revoke the REIT upon the occurrence of any of the following events:
(1)

Whent the REIT has less than 35 (thirty-five) unitholders.

(2)

Upon the diposal of the core assets and the REIT Manager fails to cause the REIT to invest in immovable
assets in the total amount of not less than 500,000,000 (five hundred million) Baht or not less than 75% of
total asset value of the REIT within 1 (one) year from the disposal date of such main assets.

(3)

When there is a change in the REIT Manager and the Trustee cannot find any qualified person to act as
the new REIT Manager within the period specified in the notification of the SEC Office from the day on
which the performance of duties of the resigning REIT Manager ends and the Trustee uses reasonable
effort to ask for approval from the meeting of the unitholders to appoint a new REIT Manager but the
Trustee cannot find any qualified person to act in this capacity. In this case, the REIT will be cancelled.

(4)

When there is a change in the Trustee due to unavoidable cause but the new Trustee cannot be
appointed despite of a petition to the competent court to appoint the new Trustee and REIT cancellation
by the court’s order.

(5)

When the unitholders’ meeting reaches a resolution to approve the cancellation of the REIT as per the
rules stipulated in the Trust Deed.

(6)

In the event of joining between the REIT and other REITs and it is required by related laws and
notifications to cancel the REIT.

Any other reasons specified by the SEC Office or SEC Board.
17. Operation upon Dissolution of REIT
Upon termination of the REIT, the Trustee shall carry out or procure a liquidator for collection, disposal and
allocation of assets for settlements in accordance with the following order:
1. Expenses incurred from collection, disposal and allocation of assets;
2. Fees, taxes and duties due and outstanding;
3. Compensation to persons under section 29 or 52 of the Trust Act, expenses relating to legal actions of the
unitholders under section 44, paragraph three, section 45 or section 46 of the Trust Act and expenses relating to
or in connection with the management of the REIT which the Trustee is entitled to receive from the REIT and the
remuneration of the Trustee
4. Other liabilities. Where the assets of the REIT is not sufficient for allocation for settlement of expenses or any
debt of any order in full, debts of such order shall be settled in proportion of the debts.
The unitholders shall receive distribution only if the REIT has assets remaining after payment of expense and
repayment of liabilities of the REIT. In addition, where the REIT is dissolved because the Trustee dissolves,
liquidates, or becomes bankrupt and the appointment of the new Trustee is prevented by an inevitable event in
accordance with the criteria prescribed in the Trust Act, the liquidator or the official receiver, as the case may
be, shall act as the Trustee in completing the collection, disposal and allocation of the assets.

18. Financial Advisor

Bangkok Bank Public Company Limited (“Bangkok Bank”)

19. Registrar

Thailand Securities Depository Company Limited

20. Auditor

KPMG Poomchai Audit Limited

21. Accounting Period

January 1 to Decemebr 31

22. Distribution Policy

It is part of REIT policy to pay distribution to unitholders by at least twice a year. However, REIT Manager may
consider paying distribution to unitholders by more than twice a year as he/she deemed appropriate as per the
following details:
REIT Manager will pay distribution to unitholders at the rate of no less than 90% of adjusted net profit for that
fiscal year and shall be paid within 90 days counting from the last date of fiscal year or accounting period during
which distribution payment has already been made, depending on the case, or any other rates specified by SEC.
Nevertheless, REIT Manager may consider setting up the capital reserve for major renovation and/or
refurbishment as per the plan proposed by REIT Manager at the rate of not exceeding 5.00% of operating
income for that fiscal year. REIT Manage shall take into account the necessity and adequacy of capital reserve
for major renovation and/or refurbishment, including any other financial sources such as short-term loan, etc.
In the case where REIT continues to face deficit, REIT Manager shall not pay any distribution to unitholders.
23. Requirement, Policy and Method of Dividend Payment to Unitholders
It is part of REIT policy to pay dividend to unitholders by at least twice a year. However, REIT Manager may
consider paying dividend to unitholders by more than twice a year as he/she deemed appropriate as per the
following details:
REIT Manager will pay dividend to unitholders at the rate of no less than 90% of adjusted net profit within that
fiscal year and shall be paid within 90 days counting from the last date of fiscal year or accounting period during
which dividend payment has already been made, depending on the case, or any other rates specified by SEC.
Nevertheless, REIT Manager may consider setting up capital reserve for major renovation and/or refurbishment
as per the plan proposed by REIT Manager at the rate of not exceeding 5.00% of operating income within that
fiscal year. REIT Manage shall take into account the necessity and adequacy of capital reserve for major
renovation and/or refurbishment, including any other financial sources such as short-term loan, etc.
In the case where REIT continues to face deficit, REIT Manager shall not pay any dividend to unitholders.
24. Procedures for Increase/Reduction of Paid-Up Capital
Cause for Capital Increase
1. Capital increase for the investment in additional assets.
2. Capital increase for maintenance, improve or repair assets and keeping them in a good condition and fit for
use or in line with the market condition or changing demand of the customers.

3. Capital increase for addition or construction of additional building on the existing land owned, or under the
leasehold right held, by the REIT for procurement of benefits of the REIT or to be in line with the market
condition or the changing demand of the customers.
4. Capital increase for additional investments in compliance with SEC’s regulation.
5. Capital increase for repayment of loan or obligations of the REIT.
6. Capital increase for other cause as deemed necessary and reasonable by the REIT Manager and approved
by the Trustee.
7. Capital increase for any other reasons subject to SEC’s regulation.
8. Capital increase for other causes subject to approving resolution of unitholders in compliance with Trust
deed and relevant regulations.
Capital Increase Procedures
1. The capital increase shall not be contrary to the purpose of the establishment of the REIT and relevant
regulations.
2. The capital increase shall be approved in unitholders meeting subject to minimum voting right of threefourths of eligible voting unitholders in the meeting and the following clauses;
(1) In case of private placement, there shall not be more than 10% of the right of unitholders objects the
capital increase.
(2) In case of general mandate, the capital increase shall be made only in cases expressly specifying that
the allocation of new units shall be in accordance with the ratio and criteria prescribed in the related
notifications of the SEC and the guidelines of the SEC office.
(3) The capital increase shall be completed within one year from the date on which the resolution approving
such increase is passed by the unitholders meeting.
Cause of capital reduction
1. The REIT has excess liquidity after disposal of property, leasehold right on the property or amortization of
leasehold right provided that it must appears that the REIT does not have remaining retained earnings.
2. The REIT increased capital for acquisition of additional immovable properties but is later prevented from
such acquisition by any circumstance.
3. Value of the property or leasehold right has been decreased from the appraisal.
4. The REIT has non-cash expenses which are not part of its adjusted net profit.
5. The REIT has excess liquidity from cash surplus from operation or tax refund and is not part of its adjusted
net profit.
6. Other causes where the unitholders resolved to approve the reduction of paid-up capital of the REIT.
7. Other causes subject to SEC’s regulation.
Capital reduction Procedure

1. The capital reduction shall be made only if it is not contrary to the purpose of the establishment of the REIT
and relevant regulations.
2. The REIT’s capital reduction under any capital reduction causes in 1.-4. above may be carried out by the
REIT Manager without the approving resolution of the unitholders meeting.
3. The reduction of paid-up capital of the REIT shall be carried out only through reduction of the par value of
the units.
4. After completion of the reduction of paid-up capital of the REIT, the REIT Manager shall distribute on the pro
rata basis to the unitholders whose names appear on the register of unitholders as of the date of closure of
register to suspend the transfer of units. The calculation of value of the units for the reduction shall be based
on the net asset value of the REIT as of the date of closure of register for suspension of the unit transfer. The
distribution shall not be made from the REIT’s profit.
25. Transfer Restriction
The REIT’s units issued under the Trust Deed may be transferred without any restriction except (1) the unit
transfer causes the foreign unitholding ratio to exceed 49 percent of the total outstanding units or (2) the unit
transfer causes unitholding ratio of REIT Manager and Trustee (if any) and/or any person or persons in the same
group to exceed 50 percent of the total outstanding units or to become contrary to any related notification of the
SEC and the SEC Office
26. Issuance and Delivery of Trust Certificates

The REIT Manager has appointed Thailand Securities Depository Co., Ltd. (“TSD”) as the registrar
of the REIT and as depositor of the trust certificate subscribed for in this Offering. That is, the
subscribers may use the service of TSD and access the scripless system immediately. This allow
the subscribers to sell the units on the Stock Exchange (SET) immediately upon approval of the
SET for trading of the units on the SET which is different from the event where the subscribers select to
receive the trust certificates in which case the subscribers may not sell the units on the SET until their receipt of
the trust certificates.
Hence, in this Offering, the subscriber may request the REIT Manager to proceed in accordance with any of the
following 3 cases:
1. Where the subscribers wish to receive the trust certificates bearing their respective names, the Registrar of the
REIT, namely, TSD shall deliver the trust certificates in accordance with the number of units allotted to the
subscribers via return registered mail to the name and address specified in the subscription form within 15
business days from the closing date of the unit subscription (excluding the closing date). In this case, the
allotted subscribers may not sell the allotted units on the SET until their receipt of the trust certificate which may
be after the REIT’s units has obtained approval for trading on the SET.

2. Where the subscribers wish to use the service of TSD, that is to deposit the units in the account of the
securities companies holding the subscribers’ securities trading accounts, the REIT Registrar, namely, TSD shall
issue the trust certificate bearing the name of “Thailand Securities Depository Co., Ltd. for the Depositor”, record
the balance of the units deposited by such securities companies, and issue the deposit evidence to the
subscribers within 7 business days following the closing date of subscription. Meanwhile, the securities
companies shall record the balance of units deposited by the subscribers, in which case the allotted subscribers
may sell the allotted units on the SET immediately upon approval of the SET for trading of the units on the SET.
Any subscriber who requests the REIT Manager to proceed in accordance with clause 2, the name of the
subscriber in the subscription form shall be match the name of the owner of securities trading account in which
the securities will be deposited, otherwise the REIT Manager shall reserve the right to issue the trust certificate to
the subscriber in accordance with details and procedures under clause 1 above, or deposit the allotted units in
the account of the securities issuer Member under clause 3 (upon receipt of full and complete documents and
information) upon discretion of the Underwriter.
3. Where the subscribers do not wish to receive the trust certificates but wish to use the service of TSD by
depositing the units in the account of the securities issuer, the REIT shall deposit the allotted units with TSD and
TSD shall record the balance of the units in the account of the securities issuer in accordance with the number of
units allotted to the subscribers and issue the deposit evidence to the subscriber within 7 business days
following the closing date of subscription. If any subscriber wishes to withdraw the units from the account of the
securities issuer, the subscriber may contact TSD and pay the securities withdrawal fee at the rate specified by
TSD. As withdrawal of units deposited in the account of the securities issuer takes some time to proceed, the
subscribers depositing the units in such account may not be able withdraw the units by the commencement date
of unit trading on the SET.
Where the subscriber decide not to choose any of the foregoing cases, the REIT Manager shall reserves the
right to issue the trust certificates bearing the name of the subscribers under clause 1 to the subscribers or
deposit the units allotted to the subscribers in the account of the securities issuer under clause 3 (upon receipt
of full and complete documents and information), upon discretion of the Lead Underwriter.
27. Calculation and Announcement of Net Value Asset of REIT
The REIT shall prepare and submit the report on net asset value of the REIT as of the last business day of each
quarter which has been verified by the Trustee to the SEC Office within 45 days following the last day of each
quarter.
28. Criteria and Actions in Case of Inaccurate Unit Value
The REIT Manager shall immediately disclose the circumstance and changes and submit the revision through
the SET’s information disclosure system.
29. Rights of Unitholders

1. A unitholder shall not have a juristic relation of agency or partnership or any other relation between the
Trustee and the unitholder and among the unitholders.
2. The unitholder shall not be held liable in case the assets of the REIT is not adequate for settlement of debts
to the Trustee, REIT Manager, or creditors of the REIT. The Trustee, REIT Manager, and creditors of the REIT
may enforce debt settlement only from the REIT’s assets. Upon completion of the full payment of the trust
unit by the unitholder, the unitholder shall not be liable to REIT Manager or Trustee in any other additional
expenses as well as any other liability for the unit held.
3. The unitholder shall has the right to claim the REIT for distribution not exceeding the profit after deduction of
expenses, repayment of the loan principal due and payable, and/or other obligations due and payable (if
any) in consideration of the cash status and reserves which the REIT is permitted by the law to deduct; and
for capital return not exceeding the REIT’s capital adjusted with the excess or discount of the unit value.
4. The unitholder shall not have an exclusive and absolute ownership and claim over any part of assets of the
REIT and the unitholder shall not have the right to claim for the transfer of assets of the REIT to it. However,
the unitholder shall have the right to recover, in accordance with the criteria prescribed by the Trust Act, the
REIT’s assets from any third party where the Trustee and/or the REIT Manager fails to manage the REIT in
accordance with the provisions of the Trust Deed or the Trust Act causing the disposal or transfer of the
REIT’s assets to the third party.
5. The unitholder shall have the right to cast a vote at the unitholders meeting, raise questions and comments
as to whether the management of the REIT by the Trustee and the REIT Manager is in accordance with
criteria prescribed by the applicable laws and the Trust Deed. However, the unitholder shall not have the
right to interfere with the ordinary operation (Day-to-day Operations) of the REIT Manager and the Trustee
which shall be the power and discretion of the REIT Manager or the Trustee, as the case may be. In
addition, the unitholder shall not be able to use the right in contrary with the Trust Deed.
6. The unitholders has the right to receive distribution and capital reduction based on the Trust Deed.
7. Each unitholder shall have the right to vote to resolve on the amendment of the Trust Deed or management
procedures in accordance with the conditions and criteria specified in the Trust Deed.
8. The unitholders shall has the right to receive capital return upon dissolution of the REIT or capital reduction
only if the REIT has remaining assets after deduction of expenses and settlement of debts upon dissolution.
In case of capital reduction, the REIT shall make distribution on the pro rata basis to the unitholder subject
to the relevant regulation.
30. Channel for unitholder to access the copy of Trust Deed

The unitholder may request an access to the copy Trust Deed from the REIT Manager and the Trustee during the
business hours of the REIT and the Trustee.
31. Information of REIT Manager
Name of REIT Manager
Bualuang Asset Management Company Limited (“BBLAM”)
Company Establisment Date
19 March 1992
Approval for Appointment as REIT BBLAM was appointed as the REIT Manager on February 15, 2017
Manager
and shall remain effective for 5 years from February 15, 2017 to
February 14, 2022
Registered Capital
THB 100,000,000 (1,000,000 common shares at Par value of THB
1,000)
List of shareholders as at December 31, 2016
Name of Shareholders
Number of Shares
(shares)

No.

Proportion of
Shareholding
(%)

1.

Bangkok Bank Public Company Limited

749,995

74.9995

2.

Bangkok Life Assurance Public Company Limited

100,000

10.0000

3.

Asia Financial Holdings Ltd.

100,000

10.0000

4.

Bangkok Insurance Public Company Limited

50,000

5.0000

5.

Mr. Chertchoo Sophonpanich

3

0.0003

6.

Mr. Ayus

1

0.0001

7.

Mrs. Voravan Tarapoom

1

0.0001

1,000,000

100.0000

Total
Source:

REIT Manager

Kritsanamara

Organization Structue of REIT Manager

BBLAM, as a REIT Manager, has a responsibility and duty to manage and oversee the trust including investment
of any asset and control the performance of Property Manager. REIT Manager shall act in accordance with the
Trust Deed for benefits of unithodlers but not limited to;
 Set REIT management policy, capital structure, investment decision in real estate, selection of the
investment and benefits procurement strategy from the assets
 Manage the risks related to the REIT in order to protect and manage risks efficiently


Conduct Due Diligence and select the target property cautiously

 Maintain assets in a good condition for the readiness of revenue generation
 Manage business operation of the REIT including investment, loan, any other obligations, contract
engagement and any other operations of the REIT
 Procure insurance on the core assets in order to protect damage on the assets in an appropriate amount
 Consider distribution payment of the REIT

REIT Manager fees
Throughout REIT Manager Appointment Agreement, REIT Manager shall entitle to fees based on 3 components
below.
Component 1: REIT management fee of not exceeding 0.50% of Total Asset Value but not less than THB
8,000,000 per year
Component 2: Property management fee
1) Base fee of not exceeding 3.00% of total revenue from each project
2) Incentive fee of not exceeding 10.00% of adjusted Gross Operating Profits of each project
Component 3: Acquisition or divestment fee of the core asset of not exceeding 1.00% of Total Asset Value of
acquired of divested project (no fee shall be applied for the initial investment)
32. Information of Property Manager
The REIT Manager may appoint one or more juristic persons to perform the duty of managing the properties of
the REIT on behalf of the the REIT Manager. Property Manager must have the skills and capabilities in managing
the assigned properties and have employees with property management experience by no less than 3 years.
Property Manager shall be responsible for property management fees while the REIT will be responsible for other
expenses deriving from such property management such as utilities, housekeeping, security and safety, property
maintenance expenses, etc. In the event a new Property Manager has been appointed apart from the one
specified in this document, the REIT Manager shall notify the Trustee regarding the appointment of new Property
Manager within 15 days from the date of appointment of new Property Manager.
The REIT Manager may consider the determination of Property Manager Appointment Contract term as deemed
appropriate on case-by-case basis and allows for automatic renewal of such contract. Nevertheless, the REIT
Manager may appoint additional Property Manager or replace new Property Manager or determine the terms and
conditions for withdrawal of Property Manager on case-by-case bases. Initially, Property Manager assigned to
manage the initially invested assets has already set up the terms and conditions for Property Manager
Appointment Contract underwhich the REIT Manager shall have the right to withdraw Property Manager under
one of the following circumstances:
(1)
Adjusted gross operating profits are below 95% of the projected value specified in the annual budget
plan proposed by the Property Manager and approved by the REIT Manager for 2 consecutive years, with the
exception of force majeure cases; or
(2)
Occupancy rates of properties managed by Property Manager are below 50% for 3 consecutive
months, with the exeption of force majeure cases; or
(3)
In the event of force majeure during any period, the Property Manager may propose the revised annual
operation plan to the REIT Manager for consideration and approval, including when the adjusted gross operating

profit is found to have remained below 95% of the projected value specified in the revised annual operation plan
for 2 consecutive years.
In respect to the initially invested assets, the REIT Manager will initially appoint True Properties Co., Ltd. (“True
Properties”) to be the Property Manager of True Tower 1 and True Tower 2 projects.
Name of initial Property Manager

True Properties Co., Ltd. (“True Properties”)

Company Establisment Date

2 July 1992

Registered Capital

THB 4,008,000,000 (40,080,000 common shares at Par value of
THB 100)
List of shareholders as at August 17, 2016
Name of Shareholders
Number of Shares
(shares)

No.

1.

Thana Telecom Corporation Limited

2.

Others
Total

Proportion of
Shareholding
(%)

40,079,994

100.00

6

0.00

40,080,000

100.00

Shareholding and related parties structure

Source: True Properties Co., Ltd.as of 30 June 2017
Remark: Thana Telecom Co., Ltd. purchased shares of True Properties Co., Ltd. from True Corporation and its
subsidiaries in 2013 which, in that time, China Mobile was not a shareholder of True Corporation (China Mobile
invested in True Corporation in 2014)
The company was established to provide management service, maintenance service and other services related
to building and utility space to mainly support the business operations of True Corporation Plc. and companies
under CP Group, including other customers. As of June 30, 2017, True Properties has procured tenants for some
available space in 13 officer buildings which include those locating in Bangkok and other provincial areas,
totaling rented space of more than 30,000 square meters.
Property Management Fees to be received from the REIT Manager
Property Management Fee for the initially invested assets of the REIT shall consist of 3 portions as follow:
Portion 1: Basic Fee not exceeding 3.00% of operating revenue per project
Portion 2: Incentive Fee not exceeding 10.00% adjusted gross operating profit per project; and
Portion 3: Contract Service Fee not exceeding 3-month rental and/or service fee in the case of new contract or
current contract renewal for renting or utilizing of space, including provision of benefits from the REIT’s assets
within 3-year (three) contract term and shall vary according to contract term.
Property Manager Fee received from the REIT Manager must not exceed the rate of 3.00% of net asset value
(NAV) pa.

33. Major Unitholders (As of 9 February 2018)
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Name
TRUE PROPERTIES CO., LTD.
ALLIANZ AYUDHYA ASSURANCE PCL
CIMB-PRINCIPAL PROPERTY INCOME FUND-D
GOVERNMENT SAVING BANK
COUNTRY GROUP HOLDINGS PCL
SOCIAL SECURITY OFFICE
HUA KI PAPER CO., LTD.
MUANG THAI LIFE ASSURANCE PCL
MUANG THAI INSURANCE PCL
THAI SAMSUNG LIFE INSURANCE PCL

No. of units
56,000,000
28,000,000
23,568,000
21,500,000
11,050,000
10,545,600
10,000,000
10,000,000
7,000,000
6,500,000

% of total outstanding units
15.18
7.59
6.39
5.83
3.00
2.86
2.71
2.71
1.90
1.76

No.

Name

No. of units
184,163,600

% of total outstanding units
49.94

34. No. of Unitholders and Distribution of Unitholders (As of 9 February 2018)

1. Strategic trust unit holders
1.1 REIT manager, asset manager, and former owner of
property
1.2 Directors, Manager, and top 4 executives of those in
clause 1.1, including their related persons
1.3 Unitholders holding more than 5% of the paid-up capital
1.4 Controlling unitholders and Trustee
2. Non-Strategic unitholders holding at least 1 trading unit
3. Non-Strategic unitholders holding less than 1 trading unit
Total unitholders

No. of
unitholders

No. of units

% of outstanding
units

1

56,000,000

15.18

5

1,040,000

0.28

3
0
1,432
0
1,441

73,068,000
0
239,692,00
0
368,800,000

19.82
0.00
64.72
0.00
100.00

35. Foreign unitholders
As of 9 February 2018, the REIT has foreign unitholders 4 persons, holding the total number of 175,000 unit trusts
which is equivalent to 0.05 percent of total outstanding units.
36. Key Statistics
Date

8 February
2018

Net Asset Value (THB)
Per unit
Total
9.9995

3,687,830,168.50

Cash
214,959,200.00

Distribution of Net Asset Value (THB)
Fair value of the
Other assets
Bank loan
investment
4,569,853,158.8
32,289,669.84
920,000,000.00
8

Other liabilities
209,271,860.22

Prepared By
BBL Asset Management Co.,Ltd.
We hereby certify that the information as contained in this Information Memorandum is true
and complete in all respects.

________________________
Sudhipongse Phuaphanprasert
Deputy Managing Director

ANNEX 1: Projected Income Statement for the 12-Month Period from January 1, 2018 to
December 31, 2018
The information presented in this section does not represent past factual information but is a forward-looking
statement. It is based on several assumptions stated in Attachment No.3 and is under the influence of some risks
and uncertainities that may lead to significantly different results. This information should not be treated as words
of guarantee or prediction under correct assumptions of the REIT Manager and Financial Advisor and should not
be expected to succeed or potentially succeed since such information is prepared based on the same
assumptions as the period during which financial reporting was established.
The actual revenue or distribution paid to unitholders may differ from the ones presented in the
estimation of the REIT. In addition, the projected income statement and distribution of unitholders will not be
adjusted for any events occurred after the date specified in this document.
Although the information in this section is based on several assumptions and the numbers have been
viewed as reasonable by the REIT Manager and Financial Advisor as at the date this projected income statement
was prepared, such assumptions and estimation are still under the influence of some uncertainties as well as
business, economic and political risks and aggressive competitions which cannot be controlled by the REIT
Manager and Financial Advisor. In addition, the information is based on the assumptions relating to furture
business decisions that may be sujected to changes. Hence, the numbers presented in the projected income
statement cannot be guaranteed by the REIT Manager and Financial Advisor and the actual results may differ
from the ones shown in the projected income statement by holding level of significance. Investors are therefore
advised to thoroughly study the estimation assumptions and use this information with high caution.
The projected income statement shall be treated as part of future financial information prepared by the
REIT Manager and Financial Advisor and audited by Grant Thornton Thailand Company Limited. For more
details, please see Attachment No.3 “Projected Income Statement.”

The projected income statement based on the assumption of Bualuang Office Leasehold Real Estate
Investment Trust for the 12-month period from January 1, 2018 – December 31, 2018
Remark Unit: million Baht
Rental and service revenues

3.1

446.1

Other revenues

3.1

126.0
572.1

Total revenue
Property management related expenses

3.3

383.7

Net profit of the Propertues
Interest receivable

(188.5)

3.2

0.6

REIT and Property Management Fees

3.4

(53.3)

Trustee and Custodian Fees

3.5

(7.7)

Trust Unit Registrar Fees

3.6

(1.4)

Expenses Related to Issuance and Offering of Trust Units

3.7

(0.5)

Other REIT Management Related Expenses

3.8

(4.1)

Financial Expenses

3.9

(39.1)

REIT Expenses

(106.1)

Total Expenses

278.3

Net Investment Income
Add Expenses of issuance and offering of trust units

0.5

Deduct Non-cash rental and services revenues
Net distribuable cash for distribution and capital reduction
Expected distribution payout ratio (%)

(6.4)
3.10

272.3
99.0

Number of trust units (million units)

368.8

Expected distribution (Baht per unit)

0.7310

The Projected Distribution and Capital Reduction for Unitholders for the 12-Month Period as per Projection
Period
REIT Manager has calculated the projected distribution and capital reduction for unitholders which can be
summarized as follows:
Fund Raising Assumption
Borrowing from Financial
Capital from Trust Units Offering
Institution

Projected Distribution and Capital
Reduction Return for Unitholders

Not exceeding 920 million

Not exceeding 3,688 million Baht

Not less than 7.31%

Baht

The above projected distribution and capital reduction for unitholders consist of
1) Expected distribution for unitholders

Not less than 7.31%

2) Expected capital reduction for unitholders

0.00%

Remarks: The above projected distribution and capital reduction return for unitholders is calculated by dividing projected
distribution and capital reduction for unitholders by capital from offer for sale of trust units. Hence, the projected
distribution and capital reduction for unitholders shall mainly depend on the capital value from offer for sale of trust units
and borrowing from financial institution.

The above projected distribution and capital reduction for unitholders is calculated from an offering
price of 10.00 Baht per unit with total number of trust units offered equaling to not more than 368.8 million units
and borrowing amount of not more than 920 million Baht. In addition, this is an estimation for the 12-month period
from January 1, 2018 to December 31, 2018 and therefore cannot be guaranteed.
The REIT Manager has also calculated the projected distribution and capital reduction for unitholders in
the case of change of following factors: (1) renewal rate and duration for fulfilling new tenants, (2) property
management expenses and (3) interest rates from borrowing in base case scenario. The details can be
summarized as follows:
Sensitivity Analysis for the
12-month period from
January 1, 2018 to
December 31, 2018

Projected Distribution and Capital Reduction for Unitholders
Projected Total
Expected Distribution
Expected Capital
Distribution Yield and
Yield
Reduction Rate
Capital Reduction Rate

Best Case

Not less than 7.64%

0.00%

Not less than 7.64%

Base Case

Not less than 7.31%

0.00%

Not less than 7.31%

Worst Case

Not less than 6.54%

0.00%

Not less than 6.54%

Remarks: Investors may study the details of the projected distribution and capital reduction for untiholders in each case from
“Sensitivty Analysis” of the projected distribution and capital reduction for untiholders (Attachment No.4)

Projected Distribution and Capital Reduction for the 12-Month Period in the Case of Unrealized Loss
In the event that the appraised value as at the end of valuation period experiences linear decline according to
leasehold rights term (which causes unrealized loss), the projected distribution and capital reduction for
unitholders fill face lower profit and higher capital reduction. Nevertheless, this will not affect the overall
projected distribution and capital reduction and the REIT Manager has calculated projected distribution and
capital reduction in the case of unrealized loss by simultaneously changing (1) renewal date and duration for
seeking new tenant, (2) property management expenses and (3) interest rate from borrowing in base case
scenario. The details can be summarized as follows:
Sensitivity Analysis for the P r o j e c t D i s t r i b u t i o n a n d C a p i t a l R e d u c t i o n f o r U n i t h o l d e r s
12-month period from
Projected Total
Expected Distribution
Expected Capital
January 1, 2018 to
Distribution Yield and
Yield
Reduction Rate
December 31, 2018
Capital Reduction Rate
Impact due to simultaneous changes of the above assumptions
Best case

Not less than 4.31%

3.33%

Not less than 7.64%

Base case

Not less than 3.98%

3.33%

Not less than 7.31%

Worst case

Not less than 3.21%

3.33%

Not less than 6.54%

ANNEX 2: Summary of Agreements
1. Key Summary of Assets Acquisition Agreement
Lessor
True Properties Co., Ltd. (“the Lessor”)(with freehold right on such properties)
Lessee
Bualuang Office Leasehold Real Estate Investment Trust by Krunthai Asset
Management Public Company Limited as the Trustee acting on behalf of Bualuang
Office Leasehold Real Estate Investment Trust (“REIT”)
Leased Assets
True Tower 1
All of the land represented by Title Deed No. 8027 and 42843, Pacel No. 409 and
405, Tambon No. 468 and 2968, located in Huai Khwang Sub-district (Samsen Nok
Nuea), Huai Khwang District (Bang Sue), Bangkok, covering total area of 3 rai, 3
ngan, 78.7 sq.wa.
All buildings and constructions located at No.18, Ratchadapisek Road, Huai Khwang,
Huai Khwang, Bangkok, having Gross Floor Area equaling to 63,615 sq.m. and the
above mentioned building is located.
True Tower 2
All of the land representated by Title Deed No. 2923 and 90760, Parcel No. 2822 and
2823, Tambon No. 99 and 7111, located in Phra Khanong Nuea Sub-district and Pha
Khanong (Phra Khanong Nuea) Sub-district, Phra Khanong District, Bangkok,
covering total area of 8 rai, 1 ngan, 13.0 sq.wa.
All buildings and constructions located at No. 1252, Pattanakarn Road, Suan Luang,
Suan Luang, Bangkok, having Gross Floor Area equaling to 41,417 sq.m. and where
the above mentioned building is located.
Lease Term
30 years, starting from the date of leasehold registration as per this contract
Right of First Refusal in Throughout contract term, the Lessor agrees to grant the REIT Right of First Refusal in
the Case of Contract
the case of contract renewal for at least another 30 years. The Lessor also agrees to
Renewal
notify the terms and condtions, including the details and fees related to such
contract renewal (this shall also include all material information of the lease contract)
and disclose the details of potential buyers and/or transferee of ownership and/or
transferee of possessory right and/or lease and/or sub-lease of such properties (third
party) (if any) to the REIT for consideration of exercising of Right of First Refusal for
renewal of such contract in writing by at least 24 months in advance of completion of
lease term or any other terms agreed by both contract parties. In this case, the REIT
agrees to maintain confidentiality of information concerning the names and offers of
the third party. In the event the REIT wishes to exercise its leasehold right in the
leased assets, it must notify the Lessor in writing by at least 12 months in advance of
completion of lease term or any other terms agreed by both contract parties. If the

REIT fails to notify the Lessor its intent to renew the contract within the specified
period, the Lessor has the right to sell and/or transfer ownership and/or transfer
possessory right and/or lease and/or sub-lease such properties to any third parties.
However, any offers relating to leased properties proposed to the third parties must
not be superior than the offer proposed to the REIT. In the event that better offer has
been proposed to the third parties, the Lessor must immediately propose such offer
to the REIT for consideration and follow the terms and conditions specified above
once again (except for period of notification of offer by the Lessor and period of
response by the REIT). Both contract parties agree to negotiate, on the basis of
honesty, regarding the terms and conditions of contract renewal.Both contract parties
agree and understand that such lease contract renewal by the REIT shall depend on
the resolution of the unitholders’ meeting regarding the approval for additional
investment. In the event that the unitholders’ meeting did not grant approval for
additional investment or the REIT failed to notify its intent to continue exercising
leasehold right within 12 months before completion of lease term as per this contract
or any other terms agreed by both contract parties, it shall not be treated as violation
of this contract.
Leasehold Registration The Lessor and the REIT shall complete the registration of this contract at relevant
land office within the period of 60 days from the date of completion of REIT
establishment to ensure the contract will become legally effective.
Conditions Prior to
Unless it has been agreed otherwise by both contract parties, the conditions to be
Leasehold Registration applied prior to leasehold registration shall be as follow:
Both parties have the authority to lawfully enter into this contract.
The leased assets are free from any rights or registration obligations that may cause
such assets to be conflicting with the rules specified by SEC Office for the assets to
be invested by the REIT or unable to entirely apply for leasehold registration.
Nevertheless, all leased assets have completely received all related licenses required
by law.
Entering into contract for appointment of Property Manager for True Tower 1 and True
Tower 2 projects (depending on the case) by relevant parties and of which shall
become effective from the date of leasehold registration.
Entering into contract for sale of properties and system works of True Tower 1 and
True Tower 2 projects (depending on the case) by relevant parties and of which shall
become effective from the date of leasehold registration.
5.
The Lessor provides Property All Risks Insurance in relation to the leased
properties with insurance coverage covering the entire property value (including

Objective of Assets
Rental

Remuneration

foundation work (100%)) based on Full Replacement Cost (excluding land value)
which is in reference of the average value proposed by the two appraisal firms to
ensure it can sufficiently replace the value of leased properties in the case of damage
or lost and shall ensure that the REIT is the insured and beneficiary which shall
become effective from the date of leasehold registration as per stipulated in this
contract.
The Lessor provides Public Liability Insurance in relation to the leased properties and
shall ensure that the REIT is the insured which shall become effective from the date of
leasehold registration as per stipulated in this contract.
The Lessor provides Business Interruption Insurance in relation to the leased
properties and shall ensure that the REIT is the insured and beneficiary which shall
become effective from the date of leasehold registration as per stipulated in this
contract.
The tenants of leased properties agree to allow transfer of rights and duties of the
Lessor to the REIT in accordance with exsiting space lease and/or service conract
before the date of leasehold registration as per stipulated in this contract or agree to
enter into sub-lease contract with the REIT for rental and/or use of space within the
building of not less than 90% of net leasable area per project and which shall
become effective on the date of leasehold registration.
Parties entering into outsourcing agreement agree to allow for transfer of rights and
duties of the Lessor to the REIT in accordance with this contract or agree to enter into
a new outsource agreement with the REIT which shall become effective from the date
of leasehold registration.
The Lessor agrees to enter into an agreement underwhich the REIT has the right to
use the name and/or trademark and/or service mark and/or symbol and/or image
and/or any other markings for the purpose of conveying meaning to the public under
“True” brand in a formof non-exclusive right and without any remuneration.
To conduct a business of lease office space and related services, whether by daily,
weekly, monthly or yearly basis.
To sub-lease office space and construction to general tenants.
To carry out any other tasks as per specified in the objectives of the REIT and REIT
establishment contract or as per the resolution of the unitholders of the REIT, unless
agreed otherwise by the contract parties.
The REIT shall not use any of the leased properties in conducting unlawful business
or any business that contradicts with public order or public moral.
Throughout the term of this contract, the REIT agrees to pay rental fee in the amount

totaling not more than [] Baht for True Tower 1 and not more than [] Baht for True
Tower 2. Such payment shall be divided into 2 portions as follow:
Portion 1
The REIT agrees to pay this first portion in the amount not exceeding [] Baht for True
Tower 1 and not exceeding [] Baht for True Tower 2 (“Rental Fee”) to the Lessor on
the date of leasehold registration as per stipulated in this contract.

Major Renovation
and/or Refurbishment

Portion 2
On the date of leasehold registration as per stipulated in this contract, the REIT
agrees to make a deposit amount totaling [] Baht for True Tower 1 and/or totaling
[] Baht for True Tower 2 in the Escrow Account of the Escrow Agent, which is a Thai
licensed commercial bank and transferee bank. Such bank account shall be opened
for total period of 5 years counting from the date of leasehold registration under the
name of the Lessor and is to only be used as capital reserve for major renovation
and/or refurbishment by the Lessor in accordance with the details of major renovation
and/or refurbishment plan agreed between both contract parties under this contract
and/or any other assets under the contract for sale of real estate and system works
for True Tower 1 and/or True Tower 2 project (as the case may be). The Escrow
Agent shall be appointed under the agreement between the REIT and the Lessor.
Any withdrawal from the Escrow Account shall conform with the terms and conditions
determined by both contract parties in the Escrow Agreement. Upon completion of 5year term counting from the date of leasehold registration and there appears to be
outstanding balance in such account including interests and any other benefits from
such account, both contract parties agreed to promptly handover the outstanding
balance to the Lessor in full amount.
The REIT shall withhold taxes as per the rate specified by law.
Major renovation and/or refurbishment refers to major renovation and/or
refurbishment of buildings and constructions of leased properties, including paint
work for the entire building, any changing and/or replacing of system works of the
leased properties which shall be in accordance with the renovation plan agreed by
both contract parties and which shall be treated as part of this contract, including
chaning and/or replacing of any other system works apart from the ones specified in
the renovation plan to ensure that all leased properties are in good condition and
ready for use.
Major renovation and/or refurbishment as per No.(1) above does not include

Insuance

preventive maintenance such as housekeeping, replacement or repair of small
damaged parts or replacement as per useful life of the equipment. Any expenses
concerning this aspect shall be responsible by the REIT.
Both contract parties agree to be responsible for the expenses relating to
major renovation and/or refurbishment as per No. (1) and shall conform with the
following rules:
Except for the cases specified in No.5(1) and No.5(2) under “Actions to be Taken
Upon Damage or Destruction of Building and Construction of Leased Properties”, the
Lessor shall be responsible for conducting major renovation and/or refurbishment
within the first 5 years from the date of leasehold registration as per the renovation
plan jointly developed by the Lessor and the REIT. The REIT agrees to allow the
Lessor make withdrawals from the Escrow Account as per the works completed. In
the event that Escrow Account has insufficient fund, the Lessor agrees to solely be
responsible for any excess expenditures.
During the period between Y6-Y25 counting from the date of leasehold registration,
the REIT shall be responsible for payment of major renovation and/or refurbishment.
During the period between Y26-Y30 counting from the date of leasehold registration,
both contract parties agree to jointly be responsible for the expenses relating to major
renovation and/or refurbishment. Both parties agree to settle an agreement, on the
basis of honesty, by at least 6 months in advance of Y26 to jointly develop major
renovation and/or refurbishment plan.
Throughout lease term, the Lessor agrees to provide Property All Risks Insurance in
relation to the leased properties with insurance coverage covering the entire property
value (including foundation work (100%)) based on Full Replacement Cost (excluding
land value) which is in reference of the average value proposed by the two appraisal
firms to ensure it can sufficiently replace the value of leased properties in the case of
damage or lost. The appraised values of such properties prepared by the appraisal
firms must be approved by the SEC Office for the latest appraisal period prior to
insurance policy renewal and whereby the REIT shall be responsible for payment of
insurance premium for such properties and must specifiy in the insurance policy that
the REIT is the insured and beneficiary.
Throughout lease term, the Lessor agrees to provide Public Liability Insurance in
relation to the leased properties and whereby the REIT shall be responsible for
payment of the insurance premium for such properties and the insurance policy must
specifiy the REIT as the insured.

Duties of the Lessor

3.
Throughout lease term, the Lessor agrees to provide Business Interruption
Insurance in relation to the leased properties and whereby the REIT shall be
responsible for payment of insurance premium for such properties and the insurance
policy must specify the REIT as the insured and beneficiary.
On the date of leasehold registration, the Lessor shall handover leased properties
that are in good condition and ready for use to the REIT so that the Trustee or REIT
Manager including Property Manager and/or any other persons delegated by the
above mentioned can lease and provide service to the tenants and for conducting
business or any other operations in relation to benefits procurement from such
properties of the REIT.
The Lessor shall allow the REIT to peacefully acquire and utilize leased properties
without any interference or disturbance from the Lessor.
The Lessor shall not distribute, dispose, transfer or incur any encumbrances in
relation to the leased properties without obtaining prior consent from the REIT.
The Lessor shall provide assistance and convenience in relation to documents,
requesting permission and contacting with relevant organizations for maintenance,
improvement or refurbishment of leased properties for the best interest of the
business operations of the REIT.
The Lessor agrees to rent partial space from the leased properties of the REIT and
agrees to enter into a sub-lease contract and/or service contract (depending on the
case) with the REIT. Details of such space and rental and service rates shall be as
per the attachment enclosed with this contract. Each contract shall not last longer
than 3 years counting from the date of establishment of sub-lease contract and/or
service contract (depending on the case).
6.
The Lessor agrees to be the provider of additional services and/or furniture
lease service to the tenants in accordance with additional service contract and/or
furnitures lease contract entered between the Lessor and current tenants before the
date of leasehold registration as per this contract. The Lessor agrees to collect
additional service fee and furnitures lease fee at the same rate. In the event that the
Lessor wishes to increase additional service fee or furniture lease fee, the Lessor may
increase such rate as deemed appropriate and shall always notify the REIT regarding
the raising of additional service fee and/or furnitures lease fee. In the event that such
fees have been increased by more than 20% of the rates in the 3 previous years, the
Lessor must obtain prior consent from the REIT by no less than 3 months, unless
agreed otherwise by the contract parties.
7.
In the event that the tenants which are part of True Group or CP Group

Duties of the REIT

companies (as per the details specified in the attachment enclosed with this contract)
decided to cancel renting of space on the leased properties prior to completion of
contract term to enable a new tenant to rent such space, the Lessor shall be
responsible for renovation of such properties including carrying out installation of
electrical meters for the new tenant or upon request by current tenants and shall be
responsible for all related expenses.
8.
In the event of any benefits, such as rental fee, service fee or any other
revenues (if any), which the REIT is entitled to receive and the Lessor has accepted
in advance from the tenants from the date of leasehold registration from the tenants (if
any), the Lessor must notify the REIT and handover such benefits to the REIT or any
persons assigned by the REIT within 7 work days counting from the date of leasehold
registration. Or, in the event that the Lessor received such benefits after the date of
leasehold registration, the Lessor shall handover such benefits to the REIT within 7
work days from the date of receipt of such benefits.
9.
The Lessor agrees to handover the insurance money from the rent and
service from which the Lessor received from the tenants and the service users as per
space lease contract and service contract entered between the Lessor and the
tenants before or on the date of leasehold registration (if any) to the REIT within 14
work days from the date of leasehold registration, including ensuring that the tenants
handover such insurance money within 14 work days from the date of leasehold
registration (depending on the case).
1.
The REIT accepts that it has already inspected the leased properties during
the handover process and is of the opinion that such properties are in good
condition.
2. The REIT agrees to avoid using the leased properties in unlawful manner or in a
manner conflicting with public peace and order and public moral.
3.
The REIT agrees to use the leased properties in accordance with related
laws, which also includes but not limited to, laws concerning building, town planning
and the environment.
4.
The REIT agrees to ensure payment of electricity fee, water service fee and
any other expenses of similar nature deriving from the use of leased properties of the
REIT.
5.
The REIT agees to provide convenience to the tenants or any delegates of
the Lessor to inspect leased properties during working hours. However, the Lessor
must notify the REIT by at least 15 days in advance of the inspection and such
inspection must not cause any disturbance to normal acquisition and utilization of
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leased properties of the REIT.
6.
Throughout lease term stipulated in this contract, the REIT agrees to allow
the tenants including clients and contract party of the Lessor to utilize common area
without collecting any returns. This also includes the cases where such group of
persons conducted the installation of television, VDO Wall, media, signage or any
other equipments prior to the date of leasehold registration for the purpose of internal
communication only. Both contract parties agree and understand that in the event of
installation of television, VDO Wall, media, signage or any other equipments for
commercial purpose or any form of benefits procurement from the leased properties,
the REIT shall collect related rental and/or service fee from the concerned party.
Throughout the lease term stipulated in this contract, the REIT agrees to refrain from
carrying out any modification or expansion of leased properties, including any
constructions of fixed component parts on the leased properties and must obtain
permission from Bangkok or relevant agencies or allow any other persons to perform
the task, unless it has consulted with the tenants and submitted relevant details to the
tenants for consideration and gained written permission from the tenants. The tenants
shall consider giving approval without any delays and shall not refuse giving an
approval without any reasonable cause.
In the event that the Lessor have given written approval to the REIT regardining such
modification, expansion or construction, such modification, expansion or construction
shall be treated as freehold of the REIT and by which the the Lessor allowed to be
distributed, disposed and transferred by the REIT, either entirely or partially, to third
parties throughout this contract term. In the event the REIT has distributed, disposed
or transferred such modification, expansion or construction and it appears to be
causing damage to the leased properties of the Lessor, the REIT shall be responsible
for such damages.
In the event the the lease term stipulated in this contract has expired or has been
termined due to whichever reasons, the REIT agrees to entirely transfer the freehold
in such modification, expansion and/or construction to the Lessor. Nevertheless, the
Lessor shall have the rights to choose whether or not to accept such transfer, whether
entirely or partially, and must notify the REIT in writing by at least 6 months in
advance before the ending of lease term stipulated in this contract, except for the
following circumstances underwhich the Lessor must accept such freehold transfer
without any refusal:
(a)
The assets are component parts or permanent fixtures that are part of the
leased properties and are presented in the construction plan or construction license
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approved by state agencies; or
(b)
The assets which have gain written consent from the Lessor to allow the REIT
to perform such modification or expansion of leased properties including any
constructions on the leased properties and no conditions concerning the removal of
such assets have been determined by the Lessor.
In the event that the Lessor refused such freehold transfer or the Lessor failed to
notify the REIT of its refusal regarding such freehold transfer within at least 6 months
prior to completion of lease term stipulated in this contract, the REIT shall be
responsible for the removal of such modification, expansion and/or construction and
return leased properties to the Lessor in its original condition. The removal of such
assets shall comform with related rules and regulations and must not cause any
damage upon the leased properties.
At the starting of the final year of lease term as per this contract, the Lessor and the
REIT agree to conduct inspection on the leased properties and jointly consult on the
determination of rules and details regarding the assets to be returned to the Lessor
upon completion of lease term, including determining measures in relation to
refurbishment or renovation of the leased properties in accordance with related ruls
and regulations. Both parties must settle an agreement on such matters within at least
6 months prior to ending of lease term, unless agreed otherwise by both parties.
In the event of violation of this contract by the REIT which resulted in the Lessor’s
termination of contract, the REIT must immediately transfer the freehold on such
modification, expansion and/or constructions as per the above mentioned conditions
to the Lessor and must be responsible for any damages occurred to the leased
properties due to removal of such modification, expansion and/or construction.
In the event that the REIT carried out such modification or expansion or any
constructions that are fixed component parts of the leased properties and must
require permission from Bangkok or relevant agencies without any written consent
from the Lessor, the Lessor shall have the right to ask the REIT to remove such
assets, whether entirely or partially, and the REIT shall be compensate the Lessor for
any damages occurred to the leased properties due to such removal.
Throughout the lease term stipulated in this contract
The Lessor agrees to refrain from transferring freehold on the leased properties
including any rights and duties stipulated in this contract to any third party, whether
entirely or partially, or to any persons having the rights to acquire or utilize the leased
properties or incurring any encumbrances that will result in third party’s right to utilize
such properties, whether with or without any remuneration, unless a written consent
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has been previously granted by the REIT.
The REIT shall not have the right to sublease any freeholds on the leased properties,
either entirely or partially, to any third parties or allow any third parties to take
replacement or incur any encumbrances that will cause any third parties to have the
right to utilize the leased properties or transfer leasehold right, whether entirely or
partially, to any third parties unless prior consent has been given by the Lessor. Such
consent shall be carried out immediately whereas any refusal shall only be made
upon reasonal grounds or except for the following cases underwhich the REIT may
proceed without the need to obtain prior approval from the Lessor:
The REIT sublease the leased properties to any third parties, whether entirely or
partially, for procurement of benefits from such leased properties.
The REIT wishes to transfer leasehold right under this contract, either entirely or
partially, to True Group or CP Group companies of the Lessor.
In the event that the REIT wishes to sublease leased properties to third parties
conducting the business of lease office building management which involves regular
sub-leasing of office space whether entirely or partially, the REIT must first obtain
written consent from the Lessor. The sub-leasing of leased properties to any third
parties must specify sub-lease term of no longer than 3 years per contract and shall
allow for not more than 2 contract renewals (overall contract terms combined must
not exceed 9 years). In addition, the entering into such contract must conform with
the condition requiring lawful leasehold registration. The Lessor must give consent on
such matter without delays whereas any refusal must only be made on reasonable
grounds.
The Lessor agrees to ensure that the tenants occupying the remaining space of
leased properties as per No.8 under subject “Conditions Prior to Leasehold
Registration” agree to allow the transfer of rights and duties of the Lessor to the REIT
in accordance with existing lease and/or service contract prior to the date of
leasehold registration stipulated in this contract or agree to sign a sub-lease contract
and/or a new service contract entered with the REIT within 3 months from the date of
leasehold registration.
2.
In the event that the tenants refused to allow such transfer of rights and
duties of the Lessor to the REIT under the existing lease contract and/or service
contract prior to the date of leasehold registration stipulated in this contract or
refused to sign in the sub-lease contract and/or a new service contract entered with
the REIT, the Lessor agrees to continue performing its duties as per stipulated in this
contract and/or service contract until completion of contract term.

3.
In the event that the lease contract and/or service contract refused by the
tenants as per No.2 above became terminated or ended, the Lessor agrees to enter
into a sub-lease contract and/or a new service contract in regards to the leased
properties (if any) and of which shall be entered by the REIT.
4.
In the event of any benefits, such as rental fee, service fee or any other
revenues (if any), which the REIT is entitled to receive and the Lessor has accepted
in advance from the tenants from the date of leasehold registration from the tenants (if
any), the Lessor must notify the REIT and handover such benefits to the REIT or any
persons assigned by the REIT within 7 work days counting from the date of leasehold
registration. Or, in the event that the Lessor received such benefits after the date of
leasehold registration, the Lessor shall handover such benefits to the REIT within 7
work days from the date of receipt of such benefits.
5.
The Lessor agrees to handover the insurance money from the rent and
service from which the Lessor received from the tenants and the service users as per
space lease contract and service contract entered between the Lessor and the
tenants before or on the date of leasehold registration to the REIT within 14 days from
the date of leasehold registration.
Actions to be Taken
1.
Under the enforcement of No.4 and No.5 and unless it has been agreed
Upon the Damage or otherwise by both contract parties, in the event of total loss occurred upon any
Destruction of Building building and constructions on leased properties including any related system works
and Constructions on as per an agreement for sale of properties and system works within the period of 5
Leased Properties
years from the date of leasehold registration due to whichever reasons, both contract
parties agree to reconstruct the damaged building and construction in order to
restore its original conditions as per stipulated in this contract. Any related expenses
shall be responsible by the REIT.
2.
In the event total loss occurred upon any building and constructions on
leased properties including any related system works after Y5 following the
completion of lease term due to whichever reasons, the REIT must notify the Lessor
within 90 days from the date such loss occurred regarding its decision on whether or
not it is going to reconstruct the damaged building and constructions to restore them
into original conditions and the Lessor must inform the REIT regarding its opinions on
such reconstruction witin 30 days from the date it has been notified by the REIT. In
the event that the Lessor and the REIT is unable to settle an agreement on such
reconstruction within 30 days, the REIT shall have the right to proceed with the
following actions on the basis of the best interests of the unitholders:
(a)
In the case where the REIT decided not to reconstruct the damaged building

and constructions, it shall handover basic compensation received to the Lessor. The
REIT shall have the right to receive advance rental payment from the Lessor for the
remaining lease term within 7 days from the date of receipt of basic compensation
from the insurance company. In addition, the REIT agrees to handover the
outstanding balance in the Escrow Account to the Lessor and the contract shall be
treated as terminated as per No.10 under subject “Contract Termination”.
(b) Under the enforcement of No.4 and No.5, if the REIT decided to reconstruct the
damaged building and constructions to restore them into its original conditions, the
REIT shall solely be responsible for all related expenses.
3.
Under the enforcement of No.5 and unless it has been agreed otherwise by
the contract parties, in the event that the building and constructions including related
system works on leased properties suffered from partial loss due to whichever
reasons while the remaining sections can still be used for conducting business, the
REIT shall be responsible for carrying out the maintenance and repair of the
damaged assets to restore them into its orginal conditions and shall solely be
responsible for related expenses.
4.
In the event of reconstruction of damaged building and constructions for the
purpose of restoring the orginal conditions as per stipulated in this contract, the
Lessor shall be responsible for arranging the reconstruction of such assets as per the
construction plan, operation plan and budget agreed by both contract parties and
shall complete the reconstruction within 2 years from the date such damages
occurred. The Lessor together with the REIT shall take actions in obtaining consent
from any parties or permission from any relevant state agencies (if any) for the
benefits of any operations carried out under this contract. Both contract parties shall
use the given basic compensation amount to finance the reconstruction. The rights
and duties of both contract parties shall remain in effect until the reconstruction
process is completed. Both contract parties shall immediately arrange for a new
lease contract (of which the same contract terms and conditions as the current lease
contract shall be specified) following the completion of reconstruction process
(however, the REIT shall no longer be responsible for payment of rental fee stipulated
in the new lease contract).
5.
Unless it has been agreed otherwise by the contract parties or the REIT is
able to procure funds from other sources, in the event that the reconstruction
expenses or any other expenses related to the reconstruction and/or repair of the
damaged building and constructions exceed the basic compensation amount
received by the REIT, the Lessor agrees to provide assistance to the REIT as it

deemed necessary and appropriate in seeking appropriate financial sources for such
reconstruction and/or repair and agrees to advance any excess expenses of the
REIT.
In the event that the building and constructions on the leased properties including
related system works suffered partial loss, the REIT agrees to repay such advance to
the Lessor within 6 months from the date of completion of such reconstruction or
repair, including compensate any expenses related to such advance at Cost of
Borrowing rate of the Lessor in relation to such advance by calculating the period
from the date of advance payment until the date the Lessor received repayment of
such advance. The Lessor and the REIT agree to jointly seek appropriate financial
source for repayment of such advance. If partial loss occurs within the period of 5
years from the date of leasehold registration, the REIT agrees to allow the Lessor to
withdraw from the Escrow Account for repayment of the advance amount paid by the
Lessor on behalf of the REIT. In this case, it shall be considered that the Lessor no
longer has any duty concerning major renovation or refurbishment.
In the event that the building and constructions on the leased properties including
related system works suffered total loss, the REIT shall have the right to decide
whether to repay the advance by (a) making repayment within 6 months from the date
of completion of reconstruction or repair of the damaged building and constructions
including compensating any expenses related to such advance at the same rate
specified in No. 5(1) or (b) reducing occupancy proportions of the REIT without the
need to pay any compensations to the Lessor and by which the occupancy
proportions of the REIT and the Lessor shall be in accordance with reconstruction
expense and total expenses paid or agreed by both contract parties.
If total
loss occurs within the period of 5 years from the date of leasehold registration, the
REIT agrees to allow the Lessor to withdraw from the Escrow Account for repayment
of the advance amount paid by the Lessor on behalf of the REIT. In this case, it shall
be considered that the Lessor no longer has any duty concerning major renovation or
refurbishment.
Prior to exercising of rights stipulated in No.5 (2)(a) or (b), the REIT shall reserve the
right to propose such actions to the unitholders’ meeting for approval within 6 months
from the date of completion of the reconstruction or repair of such assets. After the
period 6 months, the REIT agrees to reduce its occupancy proportions a per
clause(b) as it deemed appropriate.
The damage occurred in any of the following cases shall be treated as total loss:

(1)
Damage occurred on the space within the building and constructions of
leased properties as per the proportion stipulated in the insurance policy which also
includes any structural damage of such building and constructions which has been
defined in the insurance policy as total loss; or
(2)
Distruption or discontinue of business operations stipulated in rental
objectives of the REIT for longer than 30 days; or
(3)
Both contract parties have agreed that such damage will materially impact
and distrupt the business operations stipulated in rental objectives of the REIT for
longer than 30 days.
In addition, “basic compensation” refers to compensation from insurance but
excluding compensation from Business Interruption Insurance and/or any other
insurance underwhich each contract party is an additional insured upon the expense
of each contract party.
Leased Properties that In the event that leased properties have been expropriated, whether entirely or
were expropriated
partially, and can no longer be used to procure benefits as per the objectives
stipulated in the lease contract, such contract shall be considered as terminated and
whereby the Lessor shall have no duty to return the rental fees to the REIT and the
REIT shall be entitled to receive the expropriation compensation (after deduction of
related expenses and taxes) from relevant state agencies or from the owner of leased
properties as per the amount, rules and procedures specified in the Immovable
Property Expropriation Act B.E. 2530 (1987) and the amended version, including any
other laws concerning the REIT and/or the Lessor.
In the event that relevant agencies is unable to determine the proportions
which the REIT is entitled to receive, two appraisal firms shall be appointed; one by
the REIT by the Trustee and the other by the Lessor. The calculations of expropriation
compensation is as follows:
Compensation =
(Expropriated leasehold value of leased properties on the
date of expropriation / market value of expropriated properties on the date of
expropriation) x the amount received from expropriation of leased properties
Such leasehold value and market value of the properties shall be based on the
average value of the two appraisal firms.
In the event of partial expropriation of leased properties while the remaining sections
can still be used to conduct business as per stipulated in the objectives of this
contract, the Lessor shall immediately handover the expropriation compensation in
the event that the Lessor received such amount from (after deduction of related
expenses and taxes) from relevant state agencies to the REIT and such

Contract Termination

compensation amount shall be considered as a full compensation for the damages
suffered by the REIT.
The contract shall be terminated under one of the following circumstances:
In the event the law requires for cancellation of the REIT that is not due to the fault of
the REIT and the REIT has already notified the Lessor in writing regarding such
cancellation, both contract parties shall, with their best efforts, try to ensure that this
contract will not be terminated due to legal amendments or amendment of orders of
any state agencies as long as it is not conflicting with the laws or orders of any state
agencies currently in effect at that time such delegating any person to be the
transferee and act as other contract party as per this contract.
The Lessor shall have the right to terminate the contract if the REIT if found to be
violating any terms and conditions stipulated in the contract, whether intentionally or
by negligence, and which resulted in severe negative impact on the leased
properties stipulated in this contract and such event is not due to the fault of the
Lessor and the REIT is unabe to rectify the fault within 30 days from the date of
issuance of written notice by the Lessor for rectification of such fault, except for the
case of force majeure or otherwise agreed by the contract parties.
The REIT shall have the right to terminate the contract if the Lessor if found to be
violating any contract terms and conditions or promises given under this contract,
whether intentionally or by severe negligence, including any agreements entered due
the effect of this contract and the Lessor is unable to make rectifications and
corrections within 30 days from the date of receipt of such notice or within any period
agreed by the contract parties; except for the case where the Lessor did not carry out
leasehold registriation for the REIT on the specified date and in which case shall
result in immediate termination of this contract with the exception of force majeure or
agreed otherwise by the contract parties.
In the event that the Lessor violated the terms and conditions stipulated in loan
agreement or incurred any encumbrances or liabilities upon any persons which
causes the Lessor to face bankruptcy or business recovery and the Lessor is unable
to make rectification within 120 days from the date of receiving such notice; except
for the case where the Lessor is able to provide proofs and written confirmation to the
REIT’s satisfaction that such violation will not materially affect the financial status of
the Lessor or causing the Lessor to become bankrupted and that such violation does
not have any impact on the leasehold and the exercise of rights of the REIT as
stipulated in this contract.
Or, the Lessor is under the process of closing down the company, settlement or
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business recovery by the court’s order and by which the REIT Manager views that
such activities may affect the Lessor’s ability to make debt repayment or comply with
the terms and conditions stipulated in this contract.
Both contract parties agree to terminate the contract.
In the event of contract termination due to other reasons apart from the ones
mentioned in No.1 which is in accordance with related laws and REIT establishment
contract.
In the event the leased properties have been expropriated, either entirely or partially,
and are unable to be used for procuring benefits as per stipulated in the objectives of
this lease contract.
The leased properties have suffered from total loss.
In the event of termination of contract as per No.2 under subject “Contracy
Terminaiton”, the Lessor has the right to terminate the contract and claim for damage
compensation and/or any other related expenses deriving from such default caused
by the REIT.
In the event of termination of contract as per No.3 under subject “Contract
Termination”, the REIT has the right to terminate the contract and the Lessor must pay
the remaining rental fee including compensation to the REIT in accordance with the
appraised value based on Income Approach as of the expiry date of this contract
and based on the remaining contract term. The REIT and the Lessor shall each
appoint an appraiser and both parties agree to use average value prepared by the
two appraisers as the value for the remaining rental fee and compensation. In
addition, the Lessor must return any amount or benefits received by the Lessor on
behalf of the REIT to the REIT as per the proportions of remaining contract term. This,
however, shall not affect the rights of the REIT in claiming for damage compensation
and/or any other expenses deriving from such default caused by the Lessor.
In the event of termination of contract as per No.4, No.5 or No.8 under subject
“Contract Termination”, the REIT shall have the right to terminate this contract. In the
event the REIT exercised such right, the Lessor must pay the remaining rental fee to
the REIT in accordance with the proportion of the remaining contract term which shall
be calculated based on Straight Line Approach. This, however, shall not affect the
rights of the REIT in claiming for damage compensation and/or any other expenses
deriving from such default.
In the event of termination of contract as per No.1 or No.7 under subject “Contract
Termination”, such contract shall be considered as terminated and whereby none of
the contract parties shall have the right to claim for damage compensation,

expenses, rental fee for the leased properties or money or any other benefits from the
other contract party. The Lessor must pay the remaining rental fee to the REIT in
accordance with the proportion of the remaining contract term which shall be
calculated based on Straight Line Approach; unless agreed otherwise by the contract
parties.
In the event of termination of contract as per No.9 under subject “Contract
Termination”, such contract shall be considered as terminated and the REIT has the
right to receive expropriation compensation as per specified under subject “Leased
Properties that were Expropriated”.

Related Taxes and
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In the event of termination of contract as per No.10 under subject “Contract
Termination”, the REIT shall have the right to terminate this contract under the terms
and conditions followed by both contract parties as per stipulated under subject
“Actions to be Taken Upon the Damage or Destruction of Building and Constructions
on Leased Properties”. In the event that the REIT has exercised such right, the Lessor
must pay the remaining rental fee to the REIT in accordance with the proportion of the
remaining contract term which shall be calculated based on Straight Line Approach.
The Lessor agrees to be responsible for the rental fees and expenses in relation to
the leased properties, including leasehold registration for such properties according
the lease term specified in the contract.
The Lessor agrees to be responsible for land and building taxes and/or any other
property taxes in relation to such properties or benefits procurement from the leased
properties as per the rate specified by law in spite of any amendments, including
stamp duty fees (only those in relation to this contract) throughout the term of this
contract. This, however, shall not inclue value-added taxes from benefits
procurement from the leased properties.
Throughout the period during which the Lessor performs the duty as Property
Manager for the leased properties as per Property Manager Appointment Contract
and after the expiration of such contract for a total of 5 years, the Lessor agrees to
refrain from conducting any business or office building management in the nature
that is competing with the leased properties and shall ensure that no subsidiary
and/or related party conducts any business or office building management of such
nature along both sides of Ratchadapisek Road (for True Tower 1) or Pattanakarn
Road (for True Tower 2) within 500-meter radius from the leased properties; except
for Rungrojthanakul 2, CP Tower 2 (Fortune Town) and Pakin Building all of which the
Lessor is the Property Manager since before the contract comes into effect, unless a
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written consent has been given by the Trustee.
A business or office building management that is by nature competing with the
leased properties shall refer to office building management for procurement of
benefits for the owner or occupier of such property, including determination of
business plan, suggesting alternative options for increasing returns and procurement
of the tenants but excluding the maintenance of engineering system works and
general administration of that property.
Upon expiration of this contract due to whichever reasons as per stipulated in this
contract, the REIT agrees to handover the leased properties in normal operating
conditions along with the component parts as well as fixed and non-fixed equipments
of the leased properties (unless agreed otherwise by the contract parties) within 60
days from the date of expiration of such contract; unless agreed otherwise by the
contract parties or unable to handover such component parts as well as fixed and
non-fixed equipments of the leased properties due to force majeure or degradation of
such properties resulting from normal operation or ending of useful life of such
properties. In addition, the REIT shall handover the money or any other assets
received by the Trustee for the REIT on behalf of the Lessor (if any) to the tenants
within 60 days from the date of expiration of such contract.

2. Summary of Material Information of Drafted Agreement to Buy and Sell Assets and System Works
Seller
True Properties Co., Ltd. (“the Seller”)
Buyer
Bualuang Office Leasehold Real Estate Investment Trust by BBL Asset Management
Plc. as the Trustee on behalf of Bualuang Office Leasehold Real Estate Investment
Trust (“REIT”)
Purchased Assets
Furnitures which are located in the common area, tools, appliances, fixed and nonfixed equipment used for the purpose of decorating, including any other equipments,
electrical system, public utilities system (not including telephone and PABX system),
elevators, air-conditioning system, engineering system, wastewater treatment system
and other facilities used for decorating or facilitating the tenants of leased properties
in accordance with land and building lease agreement entered between True
Properties Co., Ltd., as the Lessor, and the REIT, as the Lessee (“Land and Building
Lease Agreement”) which are situated and/or fixed outside or insider of the leased
properties or on the surface of building and constructions, including any entitlements
in relation to the above mentioned assets that are not the component parts of the
building and constructions on the leased properties as per land and building lease
agreement (including any assets that have been changed and/or replaced on the

Purchase Price

Freehold Transfer

leased properties during the first 5 years from the date of leasehold registration
specified in the land and building lease agreement) (“Purchased Assets”). Details of
the purchased assets are as per the attachment of this contract.
Throughout the term of this contract, the REIT agrees to pay rental fee in the amount
totaling not more than [] Baht for True Tower 1 and not more than [] Baht for True
Tower 2. Such payment shall be divided into 2 portions as follow:
Portion 1
The REIT agrees to pay this first portion in the amount not exceeding [] Baht for True
Tower 1 and not exceeding [] Baht for True Tower 2 (“Rental Fee”) to the Lessor on
the date of leasehold registration as per stipulated in this contract.
Portion 2
On the date of leasehold registration as per stipulated in this contract, the REIT
agrees to make a deposit amount totaling [] Baht for True Tower 1 and/or totaling
[] Baht for True Tower 2 in the Escrow Account of the Escrow Agent, which is a Thai
licensed commercial bank and transferee bank. Such bank account shall be opened
for total period of 5 years counting from the date of leasehold registration under the
name of the Lessor and is to only be used as capital reserve for major renovation
and/or refurbishment by the Lessor in accordance with the details of major renovation
and/or refurbishment plan agreed between both contract parties under this contract
and/or any other assets under the contract for sale of real estate and system works
for True Tower 1 and/or True Tower 2 project (as the case may be). The Escrow
Agent shall be appointed under the agreement between the REIT and the Lessor.
Any withdrawal from the Escrow Account shall conform with the terms and conditions
determined by both contract parties in the Escrow Agreement. Upon completion of 5year term counting from the date of leasehold registration and there appears to be
outstanding balance in such account including interests and any other benefits from
such account, both contract parties agreed to promptly handover the outstanding
balance to the Lessor in full amount.
The REIT shall withhold taxes as per the rate specified by law.
The contract parties agree to allow the transfer of freehold in the purchased assets in
accordance with this agreement and shall become completely effective on the date
of leasehold registration of such properties including upon payment of purchase
price stipulated in this agreement (“Date of Freehold Transfer”)
The contract parties agree to buy and sell assets as per the current condition of
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assets on the date of freehold transfer and shall be considered as completing the
handover of such freehold from the Seller to the REIT at the location of the purchased
assets.
In the event that any of the contract parties received money or any other benefits
which it is not entitled to receive, either before or on the date of freehold transfer, the
receiving party of such money or benefits shall notify the other contract party and
immediately handover such money or benefits to the other contract party or any
person delegated by the other contract party within 7 work days from the date of
transfer of freehold on the purchased assets. Or, in the event of receipt of such
money or benefits after the date of freehold transfer, the receiving contract party shall
handover such money or benefits to the other contract party within 7 work days from
the date of receipt of such money or benefits.
The Seller agrees to pay for the expenses relating to fees and value-added tax
incurred or may incur from any activities that will enable the REIT to acquire freehold
on the purchased assets.
The Seller is the owner of freehold on the purchased properties and shall have
absolute right in entering into this agreement and comply with the terms and
conditions set forth in this agreement.
The purchased assets are free from enforcement of mortgage, pledge,
encumbrance, entitlement, execution, including any other rights in the nature of
providing guarantee and/or restrictions and free from any agreement terms and
conditions or obligations that will or may cause such rights or obligations and are not
under the enforcement or in violation of any court’s orders or judgment.
The signing of and compliance with the terms and conditions set forth in this
agreement will not cause any defaults that will result in the third party’s termination of
agreement entered between the third party and the Seller and will not be in violation
of any orders, summons, judgment or any rulings nor in violation of any legal
provisions, rules or regulations that may negatively affect the compliance with this
agreement.
The Seller confirms that the purchased assets are in good condition and ready for
use.
5.
Within the first 5 years from the date of leasehold registration as per land and
building lease contract, the Seller shall be responsible for conducting major
renovation and/or refurbishment. The REIT agrees to allow the Seller to make
withdrawals from the Escrow Account as per the proportion of works completed and
shall be responsible for any expenses in relation to major renovation and/or
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refurbishment as the major renovation and/or refurbishment plan agreed by both
contract parties. In the event that Escrow Account has insufficient fund, the Seller
agrees to solely be responsible for any excess expenditures.
However, major renovation and/or refurbishment as per the previous
paragraph does not include preventive maintenance such as housekeeping,
replacement or repair of small damaged parts or replacement as per useful life of the
equipment. Any expenses concerning this aspect shall be responsible by the REIT.
The signing of and compliance with the terms and conditions set forth in this
agreement will not cause any defaults that will result in the third party’s termination of
agreement entered between the third party and the Seller and will not be in violation
of any orders, summons, judgment or any rulings nor in violation of any legal
provisions, rules or regulations that may negatively affect the compliance with this
agreement.
This agreement shall be terminated under the following circumstances:
In the event one of the contract parties violated or not complying with the terms and
conditions stipulated in this agreement or failed to fulfill the promises given under this
agreement, the other contract party shall have the right to immediate termination of
the agreement.
In the event that the Seller is under receivership or has been announced as
bankrupted by the court’s order or currently under closing down process, settlement
or request for business recovery by the court or relevant state agencies and in which
case the Seller views that its ability to act in compliance with this agreement will be
affected, the Seller shall have the right to immediate termination of the agreement.
The Seller failed to make payment of the purchased assets within the period specified
in this agreement.
Upon termination of the agreement, it shall be considered that both contract parties
are free from the duties and responsibilities stipulated in the agreement. This,
however shall not include the duties and responsibilities prior to the termination of
agreement and shall not affect the right of the other contract party in claiming for
damage compensation in the event of default caused by the other contract party or
the occurred damages deriving from unsuccessful freehold transfer or unsuccessful
acquisition or inability to use the purchased assets.

3. Summnary of Material Information of Undertaking Agreement
Promisor
True Properties Co., Ltd. (“Promisor”)
Promisee
Bualuang Office Leasehold Real Estate Investment Trust by BBL Asset Management

Agreement Term

Provisions on trust units
holding

Plc. as the Trustee on behalf of Bualuang Office Leasehold Real Estate Investment
Trust (“REIT”)
This agreement shall become effective from the date of the REIT’s initial investment in
the core assets which shall include leased assets as per land and building lease
contract and agreement to buy and sell assets and system works. In other words, this
agreement shall become effective from the date of leasehold registration as per land
and building lease contract and shall end upon cancellation of the REIT or the REIT no
longer makes initial investment in the core assets or upon termination of agreement as
per the terms and conditions stipulated in this agreement, whichever the case may
be.
Nevertheless,the termination of this agreement shall not affect the rights, duties and
accountabilities of any contract parties incurred from the date this agreement
becomes effective until the date of termination of this agreement.
The Promisor shall maintain the holding proportions of the trust units the REIT issued
and offered in the first offering by no less than 15% of total number of trust units of the
REIT issued and offered in the first offering.
The Promisor agrees that throughout the period of 1 year from the first date of sale of
trust units in Thailand’s Stock Exchange Maket , the Promisor shall maintain the
hiolding proportions of trust units of the REIT by no less than the number of trust units
it subscribed during the issuance and first offering as per No.1. This, however, shall
not include the trust units that the Promisor may additionally acquire from the
secondary market afterwards.
Following the 1-year period counting from the date on which the trust units of the REIT
are first offered in the SET, the Promisor agrees to maintain the holding proportions of
trust units of the REIT by no less than 10% of total number of trust units the REIT
issued and offered in the first offering. Such holding proportions shall be maintained
until completion of 5-year term counting from the first date the trust units of the REIT
are offered in the SET. The Promisor agrees to refrain from distributing, disposing or
transferring of trust units or pledging the trust units or incurring any encumbrances
that cause (or may cause) such trust unit holding to be lower than the specified
proportions; except for the distribution, disposition or transfer of trust units to the
person of the same group as the Promisor or upon receipt of prior written consent
from the REIT by the Trustee.
The term “person of the same group” shall be in accordance with the Notification of
the Capital Market Supervisory Board No.Thor.Jor. 49/2555 regarding the issuance
and offer for sale of trust units of the REIT.

Provisions on
Compliance with the
Agreement Terms and
Conditions

Defaults

Termination of
Agreement

1.
The Promisor agrees to regulate and implement any prevention and
mitigation measures necessary for ensuring that the tenants which are part of True
Group or CP Group companies (as per the details specified in the attachment
enclosed with land and building lease contract) will strictly conform with the terms and
conditions set forth in the lease contract and shall, with best efforts, try to prevent and
mitigate to ensure that none of the tenants will cause default, violate contract terms
and conditions or causing termination of contract or violating any promises specified
in the sub-lease agreement and/or service agreement entered with the tenants.
2.
As long as the Promisor continues to perform its duty as the Property
Manager as per Property Manager Appointment Contract for the leased properties of
the REIT, the Promisor shall promptly notify the REIT upon discovering any event that
may lead to default, violation of contract terms and conditions or causing termination
of contract or violation of any promises given under the sub-lease agreement and/or
service agreement entered with the tenants.
Defaults shall be applied upon occurrence of one of the following events:
In the event that the Promisor intentionally violated or refuse to comply with the terms
and conditions stipulated in this agreement or violating any material clauses or
promises under this agreement and the Promisor is unable to make rectification within
the period of 30 days from the date of notice or acknowledgement of such violation or
within any specific period agreed by the contract parties.
In the event that the Promisor is under receivership or has been announced as
bankrupted by the court’s order or currently under closing down process, settlement
or business recovery by the court’s order and in which case the REIT is of the opinion
that the Promisor’s ability to make debt repayment or compliance with this agreement
will be affected.
In the case of occurrence of the events specified in No.1 or No.2 under subject
“Defaults”, the REIT shall have the right to terminate the agreement and claim for
damage compensation and/or compensation for any other expenses deriving from
such default or violation by the Promisor.
In the event the agreement has been terminated as per specified in the REIT
Establishment Contract and is not due to the fault of one of the contract parties and
the REIT has already notified the Promisor in writing regarding such termination of
contract, this agreement shall be considered as terminated and by which no contract
parties shall have the right to claim for damage compensation including
compensation for any expenses or money or any other benefits from the other
contract party.

Force Majeure

Unless specified otherwise in this agreement, both contract parties shall not be held
liable in the event of non-compliance due to force majeure. However, force majeure
cannot be used as an excuse for the agreement on trust units holding.
In the event that force majeure as per No.1 has caused one of the contract parties to
be violating this agreement or preventing one of the contract parties from receiving
the benefits stipulated in this agreement, both contract parties agree to review the
terms and conditions of this agreement, on the basis of integrity, to ensure that both
parties can carry out any actions necessary fro ensuring the best interest of both
contract parties and/or resuming original status.
Any “Force Majeure” specified under this agreement shall refer to any events
occurred or causing unpreventable disasters despite exercise of caution by the
victims or near-miss victims that would normally takes place when a person is under
such situation and shall also refer to the defining of laws or taking any public
measures affecting the compliance with this agreement, including natural disasters,
fire, flooding, earthquake or any other disasters caused by nature, unpreventable
accidents, war, legal restrictions, riot, boycott, closing of workplace, terrorism,
epidemic disease, political unrest or conflict or any other events of similar nature and
which cannot be controlled by the affected contract party.
In the case of payment or any transactions carried out under this agreement, it must
be entered with commercial banks. Force majeure as per the above paragraph shall
also include closing of commercial banks in Thailand.

4. Summary of loan agreement
Lender

Borrower

Commercial bank and/or financial institution and/or insurance
company and/or non-life insurance company and/or any other
juristic persons that can offer loan to the REIT which may include
Bangkok Bank Public Company Limited which is a related party of
the REIT Manager
Bualuang Office Leasehold Real Estate Investment Trust

Type of Interest Rate

Type of Interest Rate
Interest Rate

Payment of Interest

Repayment Period

Grace Period

Total credit line not exceeding 1,250,000,000 Baht which can be
divided as follows:
Credit Line 1: Long-term credit line not exceeding 1,000,000,000
Baht for investing in initially invested assets. However, the REIT will
borrow the amount not exceeding 920,000,000 Baht or not
exceeding 20% of total asset value (TAV)
Credit Line 2: Short-term credit line by issuance of promissory note
as evidence and revolving loan of which can be revised or renewed
credit term yearly but not exceeding the amount of 200,000,000
Baht for use as working capital
Credit Line 3: Guarantee letter which acts as revolving loan and of
which can be revised or renewed credit term yearly but not
exceeding the amount of 50,000,000 Baht as guarantee for
payment of electricity bill including with interests deriving from such
liability.
Floating rate is applied in Credit Line 1 and Credit Line 2
Fixed rate is applied in Credit Line 3
For Credit Line 1 and Credit Line 2:
Not exceeding MLR 1.00% pa
(MLR: Minimum Loan Rate refers to the interest rate charged to
prime customers and is a type of loan with fixed term specified by
the lender)
For Credit Line 3
Fixed rate not exceeding 1.50% pa
Credit line 1 Every 6 months (on the last date of the month)
Credit line 2 Monthly payment
Credit line 3 Yearly advance payment until the principal is
covered
Repayment of principal every 6 months
End of Y4
2.75% of total loan per installment
Y5-Y9
5.50% of total loan per year
Y10
Outstanding amount or 69.75% of total loan
48 months (4 years) counting from first loan reimbursement

Collateral

Source: REIT Manager

No pledging or incurring encumbrance is allowed with True Tower 1
and True Tower 2 (Negative Pledge).
Business security contract registration for True Tower 1 leasehold
Business security contract registration for rights to receive rental
payment of True Tower 1 and True Tower 2
Property All Risks Insurance and Business Interruption Insurance

